ASSAULT WEAPONS BAN

GETTING MILITARY-STYLE ASSAULT WEAPONS OFF OUR STREETS AND OUT OF OUR SCHOOLS
Confronting Assault Weapons in Society

Eighteen years have passed since the federal Assault Weapons Ban on military-style firearms expired in 2004. Since then, thousands have been killed and injured by these weapons.

Towns like Uvalde, Parkland, Las Vegas, Newtown, Aurora and San Bernardino and are now known for the mass shootings that shocked the nation. Mass murders in these towns and others across America demonstrate all too clearly the need to regulate deadly assault weapons and high-capacity ammunition magazines.

On March 11, 2021, we introduced a new Assault Weapons Ban of 2021. This legislation, stronger than the 1994 bill, has two primary goals:

- **First,** halt the sale, manufacture, transfer and importation of 205 of the most commonly-owned military-style assault weapons and ban an additional group of assault weapons that are particularly lethal because they don't have a fixed ammunition magazine and have one or more military characteristics.

- **Second,** ban large-capacity magazines and other ammunition feeding devices that hold more than 10 rounds of ammunition. These devices allow shooters to fire numerous rounds in rapid succession without having to reload.

We firmly believe that weapons designed for war have no place on the streets of a civilized society. We must enforce existing law and enact commonsense measures to stop the proliferation of military-style assault weapons while protecting the rights of law-abiding citizens who use guns for hunting, household defense or legitimate recreational purposes.

This is critical if we are to make the streets of America safer. Please learn more about this issue and get involved.

Sincerely,

Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator
Recent mass shootings have revived demands for meaningful gun control. But many opponents of a renewed federal ban on assault weapons, led by the National Rifle Association, say the earlier ban, from 1994 to 2004, made no difference. Our new research shows otherwise.

We found that public mass shootings—which we defined as incidents in which a gunman killed at least six people in public—dropped during the decade of the federal ban. Yet, in the 15 years since the ban ended, the trajectory of gun massacres has been sharply upward, largely tracking the growth in ownership of military-style weapons and high-capacity magazines.

Using the Mother Jones mass shooting database, we identified the number of gun massacres over a 35-year period. (And following the F.B.I.’s approach, we excluded crimes of armed robbery and gang or domestic violence in evaluating public active shooter incidents.) Compared with the decade before its adoption, the federal assault weapon ban in effect from September 1994 through 2004 was associated with a 25 percent drop in gun massacres (from eight to six) and a 40 percent drop in fatalities (from 81 to 49).

This decline is plausible because assault weapons are semiautomatic firearms designed for rapid fire and combat use, and large-capacity magazines increase the number of rounds that can be fired without reloading. While the gun lobby prevented the ban from being as effective as it could have been and saddled the law with a 10-year sunset provision, the ban did impede the easy access to the type of lethal weaponry that those intent on mass killing have readily available in most of the country today. (Assault weapons are legal in 43 states; large-capacity magazines, commonly understood as ammunition-feeding devices holding more than 10 rounds, are legal in 41.)

Indeed, the number of gun-massacre fatalities in the past five years alone has already topped the previous high for the decade after the ban was lifted. If we continue at the post-2014 pace, by 2024 we will have had more than 10 times as many gun massacre deaths in that 10-year period as we had during the decade of the federal assault weapons ban.

Similarly, fatalities per shooting incident fell during the assault weapon ban and have risen sharply since. With increasingly potent and readily available weaponry, the average number of people who die in a gun massacre has increased by 81 percent in just five years. Assault weapons were used in at least 11 of the 15 gun massacres since 2014; at least 234 of the 271 people who died in gun massacres since 2014 were killed by weapons prohibited under the federal assault weapons ban.

There is no reason to think that this ghastly trend will abate without concerted government effort. We should enact a comprehensive federal assault weapons ban and limit on high-capacity magazines, repeal the federal immunity statute and create a more comprehensive and effective background check and red-flag system to ensure that the growing power of advanced weaponry is not readily available to dangerous individuals.

Senator Dianne Feinstein of California, pivotal in getting the first ban through Congress, is among the many Democrats—both presidential candidates and on Capitol Hill—who are pressing to reinstate it or enact a new one. Strong majorities of Americans favor such a ban.

But President Trump and Republicans, who hold the majority in the Senate, strongly oppose this. And the N.R.A. has initiated lawsuits across the country to overturn existing state bans on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines. It also wants the Supreme Court—enriched by two Trump appointees—to effectively end all serious gun safety measures by inflicting an extreme interpretation of the Second Amendment.

The Supreme Court should heed the words of the conservative Reagan appointee Judge J. Harvie Wilkinson when the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit voted to uphold the Maryland assault weapons ban.
“To say in the wake of so many mass shootings in so many localities across this country that the people themselves are now to be rendered newly powerless, that all they can do is stand by and watch as federal courts design their destiny—this would deliver a body blow to democracy.”

The extraordinary increase in the body count from public gun massacres since the end of the federal assault weapons ban and the passage of the federal immunity statute for the gun industry has one obvious explanation: the brazen promotion and the proliferating, loosely regulated, highly profitable sales of the most desirable and effective weaponry for committing mass murder.

While there are certainly considerable political risks in pursuing gun safety measures, if the goal is to save lives, it is time to turn in earnest to the task generations of graduating law students have been directed to undertake: “the shaping and application of those wise restraints that make men free.”

John Donohue is a law professor at Stanford Law School. Theodora Boulouta is a senior at Stanford.

Gun Massacres Were Less Frequent And Less Deadly During The Federal Assault Weapons Ban

(six or more killed, not including perpetrator)

Mass shooting data from Mother Jones; dates begin and end in September to reflect the period from 9/13/1994 to 9/12/2004 when the federal assault weapons ban was in place, except for the last column, which ends in 9/2/2019. Violent crime rate data from UCR; dots mark ten-year averages, except for the last dot, which ends in 6/2018.
When a gunman walked into Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School on Feb. 14, he was carrying an AR-15-style rifle that allowed him to fire upon people in much the same way that many American soldiers and Marines would fire their M16 and M4 rifles in combat.

Since 2007, at least 173 people have been killed in mass shootings in the United States involving AR-15s, according to a New York Times analysis. The grim list includes crimes in Newtown, Conn.; Las Vegas; San Bernardino, Calif.; and now Parkland, Fla.

The main functional difference between the military’s M16 and M4 rifles and a civilian AR-15 is the “burst” mode on many military models, which allow three rounds to be fired with one trigger pull. Some military versions of the rifles have a full automatic feature, which fires until the trigger is released or a magazine is empty of ammunition.

But in actual American combat these technical differences are less significant than they seem. For decades the American military has trained its conventional troops to fire their M4s and M16s in the semiautomatic mode — one bullet per trigger pull — instead of on “burst” or automatic in almost all shooting situations. The weapons are more accurate this way, and thus more lethal.

The National Rifle Association and other pro-gun groups highlight the fully automatic feature in military M4s and M16s. But the American military, after a long experience with fully automatic M16s reaching back to Vietnam, decided by the 1980s to issue M16s, and later M4s, to most conventional troops without the fully automatic function, and to train them to fire in a more controlled fashion.

What all of this means is that the Parkland gunman, in practical terms, had the same rifle firepower as an American grunt using a standard infantry rifle in the standard way.

Representative Brian Mast of Florida, a Republican and an Army combat veteran, has called for a ban on the sale of AR-15-style rifles.

“They are the Formula One cars of guns, designed to kill as many people as quickly and efficiently as possible,” Mr. Plenzler said, referring to AR-15-style rifles. “We are seeing battlefield-level casualties because we are allowing those weapons on our street,” he said.

Like the military’s M4s and M16s, civilian AR-15s are fed with box magazines — the standard magazine holds 30 rounds, or cartridges — that can be swapped out quickly, allowing a gunman to fire more than a hundred rounds in minutes. That is what the police described the Parkland gunman as having done. In many states, civilians can buy magazines that hold many more rounds, including 60- and 100-round versions.

A New York Times analysis of a video from a Florida classroom estimates that during his crime the gunman fired his AR-15 as quickly as one-and-a-half rounds per second. The military trains soldiers to fire at a sustained rate of 12 to 15 rounds per minute, or a round every
four or five seconds. The small-caliber, high-velocity rounds used in the military rifles are identical to those sold for the civilian weapons. They have been documented inflicting grievous bone and soft-tissue wounds. Both civilian and military models of the rifle are lightweight and have very little recoil.

A federal ban on the manufacture of certain rifles deemed to be “assault weapons” took effect in 1994, and the list of covered rifles included the AR-15.

Since the ban expired in 2004, the number of rifles manufactured in the United States increased three-fold to four million in 2013. That was one year after a gunman killed his mother and then 26 others at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number Killed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 2018</td>
<td>Parkland, Fla.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOV. 2017</td>
<td>Sutherland Springs, Tex.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT. 2017</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC. 2015</td>
<td>San Bernardino, Calif.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC. 2012</td>
<td>Newtown, Conn.</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULY 2012</td>
<td>Aurora, Colo.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: New York Times
As I opened the CT scan last week to read the next case, I was baffled. The history simply read “gunshot wound.” I have been a radiologist in one of the busiest trauma centers in the United States for 13 years, and have diagnosed thousands of handgun injuries to the brain, lung, liver, spleen, bowel, and other vital organs. I thought that I knew all that I needed to know about gunshot wounds, but the specific pattern of injury on my computer screen was one that I had seen only once before.

Routine handgun injuries leave entry and exit wounds and linear tracks through the victim’s body that are roughly the size of the bullet. If the bullet does not directly hit something crucial like the heart or the aorta, and the victim does not bleed to death before being transported to our care at the trauma center, chances are that we can save him. The bullets fired by an AR-15 are different: They travel at a higher velocity and are far more lethal than routine bullets fired from a handgun. The damage they cause is a function of the energy they impart as they pass through the body. A typical AR-15 bullet leaves the barrel traveling almost three times faster than—and imparting more than three times the energy of—a typical 9mm bullet from a handgun. An AR-15 rifle outfitted with a magazine with 50 rounds allows many more lethal bullets to be delivered quickly without reloading.

I have seen a handful of AR-15 injuries in my career. Years ago I saw one from a man shot in the back by a swat team. The injury along the path of the bullet from an AR-15 is vastly different from a low-velocity handgun injury. The bullet from an AR-15 passes through the body like a cigarette boat traveling at maximum speed through a tiny canal. The tissue next to the bullet is elastic—moving away from the bullet like waves of water displaced by the boat—and then returns and settles back. This process is called cavitation; it leaves the displaced tissue damaged or killed. The high-velocity bullet causes a swath of tissue damage that extends several inches from its path. It does not have to actually hit an artery to damage it and cause catastrophic bleeding. Exit wounds can be the size of an orange.
With an AR-15, the shooter does not have to be particularly accurate. The victim does not have to be unlucky. If a victim takes a direct hit to the liver from an AR-15, the damage is far graver than that of a simple handgun-shot injury. Handgun injuries to the liver are generally survivable unless the bullet hits the main blood supply to the liver. An AR-15 bullet wound to the middle of the liver would cause so much bleeding that the patient would likely never make it to the trauma center to receive our care.

Source: *New York Times*  Left, an X-ray of a leg showing a bullet wound delivered by an assault rifle used in combat. Right, an X-ray of a leg that sustained a bullet wound from a low-energy bullet, inflicted by a weapon like a handgun in Philadelphia. Credit via Dr. Jeremy W. Cannon
What the Assault Weapons Ban of 2021 Does

**Assault Weapons** - *Bans the sale, transfer, manufacture and importation of:*

- 205 specifically-named weapons including the Bushmaster, Smith & Wesson M&P15, AK-47, Streetsweeper and others (list begins on page 20);
- All semiautomatic rifles and handguns that don't have a fixed magazine and have at least one military feature;
- All semiautomatic rifles and handguns that have a fixed magazine with the capacity to accept more than 10 rounds or are belt fed;
- All semiautomatic shotguns that have a detachable magazine, revolving cylinder, fixed magazine capable of accepting more than 5 rounds or at least one military feature.

**Aftermarket Modifications and Workarounds** - *Bans:*

- **Bump or slide fire stocks**, which are modified stocks that allow semi-automatic weapons to fire at rates similar to fully automatic machine guns.
- So-called “bullet buttons” that allow the rapid replacement of ammunition magazines, frequently used as a workaround to prohibitions on detachable magazines.
- **Thumbhole or Thorsden-Type stocks**, a type of stock that was created as a workaround to avoid prohibitions on pistol grips.

**Weapons Excluded from the Bill** - *Protects the Following Weapons:*

- Any weapon that is lawfully possessed at the date of the bill’s enactment;
- 2,258 legitimate hunting and sporting rifles and shotguns are excluded from the bill by specific make and model;
- Any gun manually operated by a bolt, pump, lever or slide-fire;
- Semiautomatic assault weapons used by military, law enforcement and retired law enforcement; and
- Antique weapons.

**What is an assault weapon?**

- Any semiautomatic rifle or handgun that doesn't have a fixed magazine and has at least one military feature.
- Any semiautomatic rifle or handgun with a fixed magazine that accepts more than 10 rounds.
- Any semiautomatic shotgun with one of the following characteristics: detachable magazine, revolving cylinder, fixed magazine that accepts more than 5 rounds or at least one military feature.
- Any belt-fed semiautomatic firearm.

---

What is an assault weapon?• Any semiautomatic rifle or handgun that doesn't have a fixed magazine and has at least one military feature.
• Any semiautomatic rifle or handgun with a fixed magazine that accepts more than 10 rounds.
• Any semiautomatic shotgun with one of the following characteristics: detachable magazine, revolving cylinder, fixed magazine that accepts more than 5 rounds or at least one military feature.
• Any belt-fed semiautomatic firearm.
Requiring background checks on assault weapon transfers

The Assault Weapons Ban only prohibits assault weapons not yet manufactured. However, an estimated 18 million to 35 million assault weapons have already been legally manufactured.

A 2017 study conducted by Harvard University and Northeastern University determined that at least 1 in every 5 gun owners in the United States obtained a firearm without a background check. Twenty-nine states currently do not require a background check to be completed for private gun sales.

The Assault Weapon Ban closes these dangerous loopholes by requiring background checks on all transfers of assault weapons covered by the legislation including sale, trade, gift, etc.

Safeguarding existing weapons and high-capacity magazines

The Assault Weapons Ban requires that grandfathered assault weapons be stored safely using a secure gun storage or safety device to keep them away from criminals and the mentally ill. The bill also prohibits the sale or transfer of high-capacity ammunition feeding devices that are currently in existence.

Stopping “copycat” guns

The bill bans all semiautomatic assault weapons that do not have a fixed magazine and have one or more military characteristics. Those military characteristics are:

RIFLES
- Pistol grip
- Forward grip
- Folding, telescoping or detachable stock
- Grenade
- Barrel shroud
- Threaded barrel

PISTOLS
- Threaded barrel
- Second pistol grip
- Barrel shroud
- Detachable magazine capacity outside of the pistol grip
- Semiautomatic version of an automatic firearm

SHOTGUNS
- Folding, telescoping or detachable stock
- Pistol grip
- Fixed magazine capacity greater than five rounds
- Detachable magazine capacity
- Forward grip
- Grenade launcher

“Sen. Dianne Feinstein again is leading the charge to protect public safety through common-sense gun violence prevention. As a prosecutor, I strongly support her legislation to ban assault weapons—the go-to weapon for mass shooters intent on committing mass carnage. All of us will be safer when assault weapons are banned once more.”

– Los Angeles City Attorney
Michael N. Feuer
High-Capacity Magazines

- The Assault Weapons Ban of 2021 bans the sale, transfer, manufacture and importation of all ammunition feeding devices (magazines, strips and drums) capable of accepting more than 10 rounds.

- The gunman in the 2019 Dayton shooting used a 100-round magazine to fire at least 41 rounds in just 32 seconds. In less than a minute, he shot 26 people, nine of whom died.

- According to an NPR/PBS/Marist poll, two-thirds of Americans support banning high-capacity magazines.

- High-capacity magazines allow gunmen to fire as many as 100 rounds without having to stop to reload.
Assault weapon bans have a record of success

In the years following the enactment of the 1994 ban, the number of crimes that involved assault weapons dropped:

- **The use of assault weapons in crime declined by 70%** nine years after the 1994 Assault Weapons Ban took effect, according to a study conducted for the Justice Department.
  
    

- While the primary goal of the ban was to reduce the frequency and deadliness of mass shootings, an October 2017 study in the Journal of Urban Health found that law enforcement recovery of assault weapons in cities nationwide fell while the ban was in place—indicating they were used in fewer crimes—but increased after the ban expired. **In Boston, for example, 72 percent fewer assault weapons were recovered by police while the ban was in effect.**
  

- When Maryland imposed a more stringent ban on assault pistols and high-capacity magazines in 1994, it led to a **55% drop in assault pistols recovered** by the Baltimore Police Department.
  
    
Assault weapons and high-capacity magazines destroy families, communities

Since the Assault Weapons Ban expired in 2004, hundreds of people have been killed and thousands have been injured by military-style assault weapons. Below are just a few recent examples of the horrible acts that have been committed:

- **Uvalde, Texas**—On May 24, 2022, an 18-year-old gunman murdered 19 children and 2 teachers at an elementary school. The shooter had attempted to obtain a weapon prior to his 18th birthday, but was rebuffed. He then purchased two AR-15-style weapons following his 18th birthday.

- **Buffalo, New York**—On May 14, 2022, an 18-year-old entered a supermarket and murdered 10 shoppers in a mass shooting motivated by racism. The 18-year-old was legally sold an AR-15-style rifle, despite having previously been evaluated for mental health concerns.

- **Boulder, Colorado**—On March 22, 2021, a 21-year-old gunman used a Ruger AR-556 semi-automatic pistol to kill 10 people including a police officer at a grocery store.

- **Dayton, Ohio**—On August 4, 2019, a gunman with a history of disturbing behavior used an AR-15-style weapon equipped with a 100-round ammunition magazine to kill nine people and injure over 25 others in less than 30 seconds at a local bar.

- **El Paso, Texas**—On August 3, 2019, an attacker motivated by hatred toward immigrants and armed with an AK-47-style weapon killed 22 innocent people while they were shopping at a local Walmart.

- **Gilroy, Calif.**—On July 28, 2019, a gunman armed with an AK-47-style weapon attacked the Gilroy Garlic Festival, wounding 17 and killing three innocent victims, including a 13-year-old girl and 6-year-old Stephen Romero.

- **Thousand Oaks, Calif.**—On November 7, 2018 a gunman with a history of violent behavior armed with a Glock 21 .45-caliber pistol and several high-capacity ammunition magazines carried out an attack on the Borderline Bar & Grill that left 12 innocent people dead, including college students and veterans.

- **Pittsburgh, Pa.**—On October 27, 2018 a shooter armed with an AR-15-style weapon attacked the Tree of Life Synagogue during religious services, killing 11 worshipers and wounding several others. This was the deadliest anti-Semitic attack committed against the Jewish community in America.

- **Parkland, Fla.**—On February 14, 2018, a 19-year-old former student uses an M&P15 AR-15 military style rifle to murder 17 students and educators and wounds many others during an attack at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School.

- **Sutherland Springs, Texas**—On November 6, 2017, an assailant with a history of criminal charges for domestic violence uses a Ruger AR-556 Rifle to murder 26 innocent churchgoers and wound nearly 20 others at the First Baptist Church. The victims included multiple children and ranged in ages from 18 months to 77 years old.

- **Las Vegas, Nev.**—On October 1, 2017: A shooter armed with more than 20 assault style weapons and 12 bump-fire stocks fires from hotel room to kill 58 people and wound over 500 others at the Route 91 Harvest Country Music Festival. This was the deadliest shooting in American history.

- **Orlando, Fla.**—On June 12, 2016 a shooter used a Sig Sauer MCX assault rifle to kill 49 innocent victims and wound 58 at an LGBT nightclub. This hate crime and terror attack was the deadliest incident of violence against LGBT people in our nation’s history.

- **Wilkinsburg, Pa.**—On March 9, 2016 two shooters ambushed an outdoor house party using an AK-47 style weapon to kill 6 victims, including a pregnant woman, and wound several others.
Assault weapons and high-capacity magazines destroy families, communities

- **San Bernardino, Calif.**—On December 2, 2015 two shooters motivated by terrorists used AR-15 style weapons to murder 14 and wound more than 20 others during a work event at the Inland Regional Center.
- **Chattanooga, Tenn.**—On July 16, 2015 a gunman motivated by foreign terrorists attacked U.S. Navy Reserve installation and military recruiting center with AK-47 style weapon. Four marines and one sailor were killed in the attack and several others were injured.
- **Newtown, Conn.**—On December 14, 2012, 26 people were killed, including 20 children, when a gunman opened fire at Sandy Hook Elementary School. The gunman was armed with a Bushmaster semiautomatic assault rifle and other firearms.
- **Oak Creek, Wis.**—On August 5, 2012, six worshippers were killed and three injured when a gunman opened fire at a Sikh temple. The gunman was armed with a handgun and three 19-round magazines.
- **Aurora, Colo.**—On July 20, 2012, 12 people were killed and 58 injured when a gunman opened fire in a movie theater. He used a Smith & Wesson M&P15 semiautomatic assault-style rifle and other firearms. The assault rifle was fed by a 100-round ammunition drum. Had the drum not malfunctioned after 30 rounds had been fired, the shooter would likely have caused even more carnage.
- **Tuscaloosa, Ala.**—On July 7, 2012, 17 people were injured in a shooting at a bar. The gunman used an AK-47 assault rifle.
- **Cupertino, Calif.**—On October 6, 2011, three people were killed and seven injured when a disgruntled employee opened fire at a cement plant. The gunman was armed with an AK-47 assault rifle and other firearms.
- **Carson City, Nev.**—On September 6, 2011, four people were killed and eight injured in a shooting at a restaurant. The gunman used an AK-47. Three of those killed were members of the Nevada National Guard.
- **Tucson, Ariz.**—On January 8, 2011, six were killed and 13 injured—including then-Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords—when a gunman opened fire at a constituent meeting in a parking lot. The shooter used a handgun with a 33-round magazine; he was subdued only when he had to pause to reload.
- **Washington, D.C.**—On March 30, 2010, four people were killed and six wounded in two drive-by shootings. The shooter used an AK-47.
- **Minkler, Calif.**—On February 25, 2010, two police officers were killed and another injured by a former security guard armed with an assault rifle and other firearms. Almost 400 rounds were fired in the shootout between police and the assailant.
- **St. Louis, Mo.**—On January 7, 2010, three people were killed and five wounded when a disgruntled employee armed with an AK-47 and high-capacity ammunition magazines entered his workplace and fired approximately 115 rounds. The employee had purchased the AK-47 the day before he committed this violence.
- **Overtown, Fla.**—On July 6, 2009, two people were killed and 10 injured when gunmen opened fire with an AK-47 and other weapons at a party.

“I have dedicated the rest of my life to fighting for the cause of gun safety. I will not stop. No other parent should ever go through what my family and 16 other families are going through.”

—Fred Guttenberg, father of Jaime Guttenberg, killed in Parkland shooting
Examples of military-style assault weapons banned by the legislation

*Photos are actual weapons seized by police and may contain evidence stickers or tags.*

**RUGER AR-556**

- Semi-automatic AR-15 style rifle
- Used in several mass shootings including in Sutherland Springs, Texas (26 dead), Christchurch, New Zealand (51 dead) and Boulder, Colorado (10 dead).
- Ruger also sells a pistol version which shoots like an assault rifle, but can be shot with one hand and can be easily concealed like a pistol.

**SMITH & WESSON M&P15**

- Used in the 2018 mass shooting in Parkland, Fla. that left 17 students and educators dead.
- Used in the 2012 mass shooting in Aurora, Colo., that left 12 dead and 58 wounded.
- Introduced in 2006, the M&P (Military & Police) 15’s design is based on the Colt AR-15.
- Comes with a 30-round ammunition magazine, but can accept a 100-round magazine.
- Available with a collapsible stock that facilitates concealability.
- Manufactured in the United States.

**SIG SAUER MCX**

- Used in the 2016 Orlando mass shooting that left 49 dead and 58 wounded.
- The MCX is marketed as a next-generation AR-15 assault rifle.
- Sig Sauer, based in Newington, New Hampshire, produces a variety of assault rifles for civilian sale in the United States.
- In 2014, Sig Sauer reported 43,141 rifles manufactured in the United States, including assault weapon models.

**ROMARM WASR-10 AK-47**

- Used in several mass shootings including a workplace in St. Louis in 2010 and a mall in Omaha, Neb., in 2007.
- Romanian-made variant of most widely used assault weapon in the world.
- Comes with a 30-round ammunition magazine.
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*Photos are actual weapons seized by police and may contain evidence stickers or tags.*

(ROMARM WASR-10 AK-47 continued)

- “Weapon of choice” for cross-border gun traffickers.
- Some models are available with a collapsible stock to facilitate concealability, a feature highly desired by international drug cartels

**BUSHMASTER AR RIFLE**

- Used in the 2012 Newtown, Conn., school shooting that left 20 schoolchildren and six school personnel dead. Also used by the D.C. snipers in a series of shootings in 2002 that left 10 dead.
- Design is based on the Colt AR-15. Numerous models are available, many with collapsible stocks that facilitate concealability and ammunition magazines holding up to 30 rounds.
- Bushmaster and other AR-15 variants are popular with cross-border gun traffickers.

**STEYR AUG**

- Light, compact bullpup design.
- Comes with a 30-round ammunition magazine (a 42-round magazine is also available).
- Described as “more compact than a traditional AR” and capable of “speed reloading” with “quick target acquisition,” according to Steyr.
- Manufactured and assembled in United States.

**HI-POINT CARBINE**

- Used in the 1999 Columbine High School mass shooting that left 13 dead and 23 wounded.
- Inexpensive pistol-caliber carbine that comes in 9mm, 40 and .45.
- Identified as one of the most frequently traced long guns in ATF’s Youth Crime Gun Interdiction Initiative.
- Had shortest “time-to-crime”—interval between retail purchase and recovery as a crime gun—of any weapon.
- Manufactured in the United States.
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*Photos are actual weapons seized by police and may contain evidence stickers or tags.*

**BUSHMASTER AR PISTOL**

- Pistol version of the Bushmaster AR-15 style assault rifle.
- Overall length is only 20 inches; lightweight, between 2.8 and 3.25 pounds.
- Combines the firepower of an assault rifle with the concealability of a handgun.
- Accepts same high-capacity ammunition magazine and same .223 rifle ammunition as AR-15 style assault rifles.

**BERETTA CX4 STORM**

- Designated as a “tactical” rifle by Beretta.
- Has a pistol grip and can accept high-capacity ammunition magazines.
- Fires handgun ammunition: 9mm, .40, or .45.
- Primarily made of plastic, this weapon is light (5.75 pounds) and compact (overall length 29.7 inches).

**UZI PISTOL**

- Pistol version of UZI semiautomatic assault rifle.
- Fires 9mm handgun ammunition.
- Accepts variety of high-capacity ammunition magazines.
- Compact design facilitates concealability.
- U.S. manufactured version of Israeli firearm.

**DRACO AK-47 PISTOL**

- Imported pistol version of the AK-47 assault rifle.
- Uses same 7.62x39mm ammunition rounds and magazines as the AK-47 assault rifle.
- Combines the firepower of an assault rifle with the concealability of a handgun (5.5 pounds and 20.5 inches long).
- The manufacturer of one U.S.-made AK-47 assault pistol described the firearm as perfect for close-quarters battle.
- Popular with cross-border gun traffickers.
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Photos are actual weapons seized by police and may contain evidence stickers or tags.

TEC-9 PISTOL

- Used in 1999 Columbine massacre (13 killed, 23 injured) and 1993 San Francisco shooting (eight dead, six wounded).
- Favored assault pistol of drug dealers during the 1990s, one of the top 10 firearms traced to crime during this period.
- Comes standard with high-capacity ammunition magazines that can hold up to 36 rounds.
- One of the most inexpensive semiautomatic assault pistols available on the resale market.

STREETSWEEPER

- Originally designed and developed as military and police riot gun in 1983.
- Due to its light weight, this weapon can be fired with one hand as a pistol, from the hip with the aid of a front grip, or from the shoulder.
- With a revolving-cylinder magazine, it can fire a dozen 12-gauge shotgun shells in less than 15 seconds.

FNH PS90

- Semiautomatic, civilian version of the fully automatic P90 designed for use by NATO.
- Favored by Special Forces.
- Compact “bullpup” design is based on military designs.
Support for the Assault Weapons Ban of 2021
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- Sen. Kirsten E. Gillibrand (D-N.Y.)
- Sen. Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii)
- Sen. Mazie K. Hirono (D-Hawaii)
- Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.)
- Sen. Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.)
- Sen. Cory A. Booker (D-N.J.)
- Sen. Chris Van Hollen (D-Md.)
- Sen. Tammy Duckworth (D-Ill.)
- Sen. Alex Padilla (D-Calif.)
- Sen. Robert P. Casey, Jr. (D-Pa.)
- Sen. Bernard Sanders (I-Vt.)
- Sen. Tina Smith (D-Minn.)
- Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.)
- Sen. Margaret Wood Hassan (D-N.H.)
- Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.)
- Sen. Mark R. Warner (D-Va.)
- Sen. Jeff Merkley (D-Ore.)
- Sen. Jacky Rosen (D-Nev.)
- Sen. Tim Kaine (D-Va.)
- Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio)
- Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto (D-Nev.)
- Sen. Chris Coons (D-Del.)
- Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.)
- Sen. John W. Hickenlooper (D-Colo.)
- Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-Wis.)
- Sen. Raphael G. Warnock (D-Ga.)

“Military-bred semiautomatic assault weapons and ultra-high capacity ammunition magazines now define a U.S. civilian gun market where virtually anyone can acquire the lethal firepower necessary to carry out mass shootings. Senator Feinstein’s bill is crucial to ratcheting down the firepower in civilian hands to help make all of us safer in our schools, movie theaters, shopping malls, restaurants, and every other public space vulnerable to such attacks.”

Violence Policy Center Executive Director
Josh Sugarmann

“I support the following: Defining what constitutes an assault or tactical firearm and not allowing them for future purchase — just as we already prohibit the purchase of fully automatic firearms. The exact definition of assault weapon will need to be determined. But we should all be able to agree that the civilian version of the very deadly weapon that the Army issued to me should certainly qualify.”

Representative Brian Mast (R-Fla.)
in *New York Times*, February 23, 2018
Presidents who have supported a ban on assault weapons

- **President Joe Biden** as chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee ushered passage of the 1994 ban and after taking office in 2021 called for its reinstatement.

- **President Barack Obama** called for reinstatement of the ban as part of his plan to reduce gun violence announced on January 16, 2013.

- **President George W. Bush** supported the ban. At an October 2004 presidential debate, he said, “We ought to extend the assault weapons ban.”

- **2012 Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney** signed an assault weapons ban into law as governor of Massachusetts.

The following letter was sent to the House of Representatives by **Presidents Ford, Carter and Reagan** supporting a ban on military-style assault weapons:

May 3, 1994

To Members of the U.S. House of Representatives:

We are writing to urge your support for a ban on the domestic manufacture of military-style assault weapons. This is a matter of vital importance to the public safety. Although assault weapons account for less than 1% of the guns in circulation, they account for nearly 10% of the guns traced to crime.

Every major law enforcement organization in America and dozens of leading labor, medical, religious, civil rights and civic groups support such a ban. Most importantly, poll after poll shows that the American public overwhelmingly support a ban on assault weapons. A 1993 CNN/USA Today/Gallup Poll found that 77% of Americans support a ban on the manufacture, sale, and possession of semi-automatic assault guns, such as the AK-47.

The 1989 import ban resulted in an impressive 40% drop in imported assault weapons traced to crime between 1989 and 1991, but the killing continues. Last year, a killer armed with two TEC9s killed eight people at a San Francisco law firm and wounded several others. During the past five years, more than 40 law enforcement officers have been killed or wounded in the line of duty by an assault weapon.

While we recognize that assault weapon legislation will not stop all assault weapon crime, statistics prove that we can dry up the supply of these guns, making them less accessible to criminals. We urge you to listen to the American public and to the law enforcement community and support a ban on the further manufacture of these weapons.

Sincerely,

Gerald R. Ford  Jimmy Carter  Ronald Reagan
Military-style assault weapons banned by name under legislation

**RIFLES**

*All AK types, including the following:*
- AK
- AK47
- AK47S
- AK–74
- AKM
- AKS
- ARM
- IZH MASH Saiga AK
- MAADI AK47
- MAADI ARM
- MAK90
- MISR
- NHM90
- NHM91
- Norinco 56S
- Norinco 56S2
- Norinco 84S
- Norinco 86S
- Poly Technologies AK47
- Poly Technologies AKS
- Rock River Arms LAR–47
- SA85
- SA93
- Vector Arms AK–47
- VEPR
- WASR–10
- WUM

*All AR types, including the following:*
- AR–10
- AR–15
- Armalite M15 22LR Carbine
- Armalite M15–T
- Barrett REC7
- Beretta AR–70
- Bushmaster ACR
- Bushmaster Carbon 15
- Bushmaster MOE series
- Bushmaster XM15
- Colt Match Target Rifles
- DoubleStar AR rifles
- DPMS Tactical Rifles

Heckler & Koch MR556
Olympic Arms
Remington R–15 rifles
Rock River Arms LAR–15
Sig Sauer SIG516 rifles
Smith & Wesson M&P15 Rifles
Stag Arms AR rifles
Sturm, Ruger & Co. SR556 rifles

*All Thompson rifles, including the following:*
- Thompson M1SB
- Thompson T1100D
- Thompson T150D
- Thompson T1B
- Thompson T1B100D
- Thompson T1B50D
- Thompson T1BSB
- Thompson T1–C
- Thompson T1D
- Thompson T1SB
- Thompson T5
- Thompson T5100D
- Thompson TM1
- Thompson TM1C

Others:
- Barrett M107A1
- Barrett M82A1
- Beretta CX4 Storm
- Calico Liberty Series
- CETME Sporter
- Daewoo AR 100
- Daewoo AR 110C
- Daewoo K–1
- Daewoo K–2
- Daewoo Max 1
- Daewoo Max 2
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal 22 FNC
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal 308 Match
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal FAL
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal FS2000
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal L1A1 Sporter
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal LAR
- Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal PS90
Fabrique Nationale/FN Herstal SCAR
Feather Industries AT–9
Galil Model AR
Galil Model ARM
Hi-Point Carbine
HK USC
HK–91
HK–93
HK–94
HK–PSG–1
Kel-Tec RFB
Kel-Tec SU–16
Kel-Tec Sub–2000
SIG AMT
SIG PE–57
Sig Sauer SG 550
Sig Sauer SG 551
Springfield Armory SAR–48
Steyr AUG
Sturm, Ruger Mini-14 Tactical Rifle M–14/20CF
UMAREX UZI Rifle
UZI Mini Carbine
UZI Model A Carbine
UZI Model B Carbine
Valmet M62S
Valmet M71S
Valmet M78
Vector Arms UZI Type
Weaver Arms Nighthawk
Wilkinson Arms Linda Carbine

MGI Hydra Series rifles
Mossberg MMR Tactical rifles
Noreen Firearms BN 36 rifle
Olympic Arms
POF USA P415
Precision Firearms AR rifles
Rhino Arms AR rifles
Sturm, Ruger & Co. AR-556 rifles
Ultimate Arms Air-Lite M-4 rifles
Windham Weaponry AR rifles
WMD Guns Big Beast
Yankee Hill Machine Company, Inc. YHM-15 rifles
Windham Weaponry AR rifles
WMD Guns Big Beast
Yankee Hill Machine Company, Inc. YHM-15 rifles
CZ Scorpion pistol
Chiappa Firearms M4 Pistol GEN II
CORE Rifle Systems Core 14 Roscoe pistol
Daniel Defense MH18 pistol
Jesse James Nomad AR-15 pistol

AK types:
PAP M92 pistol

All AK–47 types, including the following:
Centurion 39 AK pistol
Draco AK–47 pistol
HCR AK–47 pistol
IO Inc. Hellpup AK–47 pistol
Krinkov pistol
Mini Draco AK–47 pistol
Yugo Krebs Krink pistol

All AR–15 types, including the following:
American Spirit AR–15 pistol
Bushmaster Carbon 15 pistol
DoubleStar Corporation AR pistol
DPMS AR–15 pistol
Olympic Arms AR–15 pistol
Rock River Arms LAR 15 pistol

All Thompson types, including the following:
Thompson TA5
Thompson TA510D
**Others:**
Calico Liberty pistols
DSA SA58 PKP FAL pistol
Encom MP–45
Encom MP–9
Heckler & Koch model SP-89 pistol
Intratec AB–10
Intratec TEC–22 Scorpion
Intratec TEC–9
Intratec TEC–DC9
Kel-Tec PLR 16 pistol
MAC–10
MAC–11
Masterpiece Arms MPA A930 Mini Pistol
Masterpiece Arms MPA MPA Mini Tactical Pistol
Masterpiece Arms MPA MPA Tactical Pistol
Masterpiece Arms MPA MPA460 Pistol
Military Armament Corp. Ingram M–11
Sig Sauer P556 pistol
Sites Spectre
All UZI types, including Micro-UZI
Velocity Arms VMAC

**SHOTGUNS**
*All IZHMAH Saiga 12 types, including the following:*
IZHMASH Saiga 12
IZHMASH Saiga 12K
IZHMASH Saiga 12K–030
IZHMASH Saiga 12K–040 Taktika
IZHMASH Saiga 12S
IZHMASH Saiga 12S EXP–01

**Others:**
Franchi LAW–12
Franchi SPAS 12
Streetsweeper
Striker 12

**BELT-FED SEMIAUTOMATIC FIREARMS**
*All belt-fed semiautomatic firearms, including the:*
TNW M2HB
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

CENTERFIRE RIFLES—AUTOLOADERS
Ruger Mini-14 (w/o folding or telescoping stock or pistol grip)
Browning Auto-22 Rifle
Browning Auto-22 Grade VI
Benelli Montefeltro Super 90  20-Gauge Shotgun
Beretta AL391 Uriba 2 Camo Max-4
Browning Auto-5 Light 12 and 20
Browning Auto-5 Magnum 12
Browning Auto-5 Magnum 20
Browning Auto-5 Stalker
Ithaca Mag-10
Remington 1100 20-Gauge Deer Gun

CENTERFIRE RIFLES—LEVER & SLIDE
Action Arms Timber Wolf Pump Action
Beretta 1873 Renegade Lever Action
Beretta Gold Rush Slide Action
Big Horn Armory Model 89
Browning BLR Model 181 Lever Action, All Models
Browning BPR Pump Rifle
Browning Model 53 Lever Action
Browning Model 65 Grade 1 Lever Action Rifle
Browning Model 71 Rifle and Carbine
Browning Model 81 BLR
Browning Model 81 BLR Lever-Action Rifle
Browning Model 81 Long Action BLR
Browning Model 1886 High Grade Carbine
Browning Model 1886 Lever-Action Carbine
Browning Model B-92 Carbine
Charles Daly Model 1892 Lever Action, All Models
Chiappa 1886 Lever Action Rifles
Cimarron 1860 Henry Replica
Cimarron 1866 Winchester Replicas
Cimarron 1873 30” Express Rifle
Cimarron 1873 Short Rifle
Cimarron 1873 Sporting Rifle
Cimarron 1873 Winchester Replicas
Dixie Engraved 1873 Rifle
Dixie Lightning Rifle and Carbines
E.M.F. 1860 Henry Rifle
E.M.F. 1866 Yellowboy Lever Actions
E.M.F. Model 73 Lever-Action Rifle
E.M.F. Model 1873 Lever Actions
Henry .30/30 Lever Action Carbine
Henry Big Boy .357 Magnum
Henry Big Boy .44 Magnum
Henry Big Boy .45 Colt
Henry Big Boy Deluxe Engraved .44 Magnum
Henry Big Boy Deluxe Engraved .45 Colt
Marlin Model 30AS Lever-Action Carbine
Marlin Model 62 Lever Action
Marlin Model 93 Lever Action
Marlin Model 308MX
Marlin Model 308MXLR
Marlin Model 336 Deluxe
Marlin Model 336C
Marlin Model 336CS Lever-Action Carbine
Marlin Model 336DL Lever Action
Marlin Model 336SS
Marlin Model 336W
Marlin Model 336XLR
Marlin Model 338MX
Marlin Model 338MXLR
Marlin Model 444
Marlin Model 444 Lever-Action
Marlin Model 444XLR
Marlin Model 1894 Marlin Model 1894 Cowboy
Marlin Model 1894 Lever Action, All Models
Marlin Model 1894C
Marlin Model 1894CL Classic
Marlin Model 1894CS Carbine
Marlin Model 1894S Lever-Action Carbine
Marlin Model 1894SS
Marlin Model 1895
Marlin Model 1895 Cowboy
Marlin Model 1895 Lever Action, All Models
Marlin Model 1895G
Marlin Model 1895GS
Marlin Model 1895M
Marlin Model 1895MXLR
Marlin Model 1895SBL
Marlin Model 1895SS Lever-Action Rifle
Marlin Model 1895XLR
Marlin XLR Lever Action Rifles
Mitchell 1858 Henry Replica
Mitchell 1866 Winchester Replica
Mitchell 1873 Winchester Replica
Mossberg 464 Lever Action Rifle
Mossberg Model 472 Lever Action
Mossberg Model 479 Lever Action
Navy Arms 1866 Yellowboy Rifle
Navy Arms 1873 Sporting Rifle
Navy Arms 1873 Winchester-Style Rifle
Navy Arms 1892 Short Rifle
Navy Arms Henry Carbine
Navy Arms Henry Trapper
Navy Arms Iron Frame Henry
Navy Arms Military Henry Rifle
Hunting and other recreational weapons **specifically excluded** from coverage by legislation

- Puma Bounty Hunter Rifle
- Puma Model 92 Rifles & Carbines
- Remington 7600 Slide Action
- Remington Model 6 Pump Action
- Remington Model 14, 14 1/2 Pump Actions
- Remington Model 141 Pump Action
- Remington Model 760 Slide Actions
- Remington Model 7600 Special Purpose Slide Action
- Remington Model 7600 Synthetic
- Remington Model 7615 Camo Hunter
- Remington Model 7615 Ranch Carbine
- Remington Model 7615 SPR
- Rossi M92 SRC Saddle-Ring Carbine
- Rossi M92 SRS Short Carbine
- Rossi R92 Lever Action Carbines
- Ruger Model 96/44 Lever Action
- Savage 99C Lever-Action Rifle
- Savage Model 170 Pump Action
- Taurus Thunderbolt Pump Action
- Taylor’s & CO., Inc. 1865 Spencer Carbine/Rifle
- Taylor’s & CO., Inc. 1892 Carbine/Rifle
- U.S. Fire Arms Standard Lightning Magazine Rifle
- Uberti 1866 Sporting Rifle Uberti 1873 Sporting Rifle
- Uberti 1876 Rifle
- Uberti 1883 Burgess Lever Action Rifle/Carbine
- Uberti Henry Rifle
- Uberti Lightning Rifle/Carbine
- Winchester Lever Actions, All Other Center Fire Models
- Winchester Model 94 Big Bore Side Eject
- Winchester Model 94 Ranger Side Eject Lever-Action Rifle
- Winchester Model 94 Side Eject Lever-Action Rifle
- Winchester Model 94 Trapper Side Eject
- Winchester Model 94 Wrangler Side Eject
- Winchester Model 1895 Safari Centennial

**CENTERFIRE RIFLES—BOLT ACTION**

- Accurate Arms Raptor & Backpack Bolt Action Rifles
- Alpine Bolt-Action Rifle
- Anschutz 1700D Bavarian Bolt-Action Rifle
- Anschutz 1700D Classic Rifles
- Anschutz 1700D Custom Rifles
- Anschutz 1733D Mannlicher Rifle
- Arnold Arms African Safari & Alaskan Trophy Rifles
- A-Square Caesar Bolt-Action Rifle
- A-Square Genghis Khan Bolt Action Rifle
- A-Square Hamilcar Bolt Action Rifle
- A-Square Hannibal Bolt-Action Rifle
- Auguste Francotte Bolt-Action Rifles
- Bansners Ultimate Bolt Action Rifles
- Beeman/HW 60J Bolt-Action Rifle
- Benton & Brown Firearms, Inc. Model 93 Bolt Action Rifle
- Blackheart International BBG Hunter Bolt Action
- Blackheart International LLC BBG Light Sniper Bolt Action
- Blaser R8 Professional
- Blaser R84 Bolt-Action Rifle
- Blaser R93 Bolt Action Rifle
- BRNO 537 Sporter Bolt-Action Rifle
- BRNO ZKB 527 Fox Bolt-Action Rifle
- BRNO ZKK 600, 601, 602 Bolt-Action Rifles
- Brown Precision Company Bolt Action Sporter
- Browning A-Bolt Gold Medallion
- Browning A-Bolt Left Hand
- Browning A-Bolt Micro Medallion
- Browning A-Bolt Rifle
- Browning A-Bolt Short Action
- Browning A-Bolt Stainless Stalker
- Browning Euro-Bolt Rifle
- Browning High-Power Bolt Action Rifle
- Browning X-Bolt Bolt Action Rifle
- Carbon One Bolt Action Rifle
- Carl Gustaf 2000 Bolt-Action Rifle Century
- Century 14 Sporter
- Century Enfield Sporter #4
- Century M70 Sporter
- Century Mauser 98 Sporter
- Century Swedish Sporter #38
- Cheytac M-200
- Cheytac M70 Sporter
- Cooper Model 21 Bolt Action Rifle
- Cooper Model 22 Bolt Action Rifle
- Cooper Model 38 Centerfire Sporter
- Cooper Model 56 Bolt Action Rifle
- CZ 527 Bolt Action Rifles
- CZ 550 Bolt Action Rifles
- CZ 750 Sniper Rifle
- Dakota 22 Sporter Bolt-Action Rifle
- Dakota 76 Classic Bolt-Action Rifle
- Dakota 76 Safari Bolt-Action Rifle
- Dakota 76 Short Action Rifles
- Dakota 97 Bolt Action Rifle
- Dakota 416 Rigby African
- Dakota Predator Rifle
- DSA DS-MP1 Bolt Action Rifle
- E.A.A./Sabatti Rover 870 Bolt-Action Rifle
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

- EAA/Zastava M-93 Black Arrow Rifle
- Ed Brown Hunting and Model 704 Bolt Action Rifles
- Heym Bolt Action Rifles
- Heym Magnum Express Series Rifle
- Howa Bolt Action Rifles
- Howa Lightning Bolt-Action Rifle
- Howa Realtree Camo Rifle
- H-S Precision Bolt Action Rifles
- Interarms Mark X Bolt Action Rifles
- Interarms Mark X Viscount Bolt-Action Rifle
- Interarms Mark X Whitworth Bolt-Action Rifle
- Interarms Mini-Mark X Rifle
- Interarms Whitworth Express Rifle
- Iver Johnson Model 5100A1 Long-Range Rifle
- KDF K15 American Bolt-Action Rifle
- Kenny Jarrett Bolt Action Rifle
- Kimber Bolt Action Rifles
- Krico Model 600 Bolt-Action Rifle
- Krico Model 700 Bolt-Action Rifles
- Magnum Research Mount Eagle Rifles
- Marlin Model XL7
- Marlin Model XL7C
- Marlin Model XL7L
- Marlin Model XL7W
- Marlin Model X7
- Marlin Model X7C
- Marlin Model X7Y
- Marlin XL-7/X7 Bolt Action Rifles
- Mauser Model 66 Bolt-Action Rifle
- Mauser Model 99 Bolt-Action Rifle
- McMillan Classic Stainless Sporter
- McMillan Signature Alaskan
- McMillan Signature Classic Sporter
- McMillan Signature Super Varminter
- McMillan Signature Titanium Mountain Rifle
- McMillan Talon Safari Rifle
- McMillan Talon Sporter Rifle
- Merkel KR1 Bolt Action Rifle
- Midland 1500S Survivor Rifle
- Mossberg Model 100 ATR (All-Terrain Rifle)
- Navy Arms TU–33/40 Carbine
- Nosler Model 48 Varmint Rifle
- Parker Hale Bolt Action Rifles
- Parker-Hale Model 81 Classic African Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 81 Classic Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 1000 Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 1100 Lightweight Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 1100M African Magnum
- Parker-Hale Model 1200 Super Clip Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 1200 Super Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 1300C Scout Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 2100 Midland Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 2700 Lightweight Rifle
- Parker-Hale Model 2800 Midland Rifle
- Remington 700 ADL Bolt-Action Rifle
- Remington 700 BDL Bolt-Action Rifle
- Remington 700 BDL European Bolt-Action Rifle
- Remington 700 BDL Left Hand
- Remington 700 BDL SS Rifle
- Remington 700 BDL Varmint Special
- Remington 700 Camo Synthetic Rifle
- Remington 700 Classic Rifle
- Remington 700 Custom KS Mountain Rifle
- Remington 700 Mountain Rifle
- Remington 700 MTRSS Rifle
- Remington 700 Safari
- Remington 700 Stainless Synthetic Rifle
- Remington 700 Varmint Synthetic Rifle
- Remington Model 40-X Bolt Action Rifles
- Remington Model 700 Alaskan Ti
- Remington Model 700 Bolt Action Rifles
- Remington Model 700 CDL
- Remington Model 700 CDL ‘Boone and Crockett’
- Remington Model 700 CDL Left-Hand
- Remington Model 700 CDL SF Limited Edition
- Remington Model 700 LSS
- Remington Model 700 Mountain LSS
- Remington Model 700 Sendero SF II
- Remington Model 700 SPS
- Remington Model 700 SPS Buckmasters Edition
- Remington Model 700 SPS Buckmasters Edition ‘Young Bucks’ Youth
- Remington Model 700 SPS Stainless
- Remington Model 700 SPS Tactical Rifle
- Remington Model 700 SPS Varmint
- Remington Model 700 SPS Varmint (Left-Hand)
- Remington Model 700 SPS Youth Synthetic Left-Hand
- Remington Model 700 VL SS Thumbhole
- Remington Model 700 VLS
- Remington Model 700 VS SF II
- Remington Model 700 VTR
- Remington Model 700 XCR
- Remington Model 700 XCR Camo
- Remington Model 700 XCR Compact Tactical Rifle
- Remington Model 700 XCR Left-Hand
- Remington Model 700 XCR Tactical Long Range Rifle
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

- Remington Model 715
- Remington Model 770
- Remington Model 770 Bolt Action Rifles
- Remington Model 770 Stainless Camo
- Remington Model 798
- Remington Model 798 Youth
- Remington Model 798 SPS
- Remington Model 799
- Remington Model Seven 25th Anniversary
- Remington Model Seven Bolt Action Rifles
- Remington Model Seven CDL
- Remington Model Seven Custom KS
- Remington Model Seven Custom MS Rifle
- Remington Model Seven Predator
- Remington Model Seven Youth Rifle
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye African
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Alaskan
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye All-Weather
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye All-Weather Ultra Light
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Compact
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye International
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Laminate Compact
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Laminate Left-Handed
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Predator
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Sporter
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Standard
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Standard Left-Handed
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Tactical
- Ruger M77 Hawkeye Ultra Light
- Ruger M77 Mark II All-Weather Stainless Rifle
- Ruger M77 Mark II Express Rifle
- Ruger M77 Mark II Magnum Rifle
- Ruger M77 Mark II Rifle
- Ruger M77 Mark II Target Rifle
- Ruger M77 RSI International Carbine
- Ruger M77
- Ruger Compact Magnum
- Ruger M77RL Ultra Light
- Ruger M77VT Target Rifle
- Ruger Model 77 Bolt Action Rifles
- Sako Bolt Action Rifles
- Sako Classic Bolt Action
- Sako Deluxe Lightweight
- Sako FiberClass Sporter
- Sako Hunter Left-Hand Rifle
- Sako Hunter LS Rifle Sako Hunter Rifle
- Sako Mannlicher-Style Carbine
- Sako Safari Grade Bolt Action
- Sako Super Deluxe Sporter
- Sako TRG–S Bolt-Action Rifle
- Sako Varmint Heavy Barrel
- Sauer 90 Bolt-Action Rifle
- Savage 16/116 Rifles
- Savage 110 Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage 110CY Youth/Ladies Rifle
- Savage 110F Bolt-Action Rifle
- Savage 110FP Police Rifle
- Savage 110FXP3 Bolt-Action Rifle
- Savage 110G Bolt-Action Rifle
- Savage 110GV Varmint Rifle
- Savage 110GXP3 Bolt-Action Rifle
- Savage 110WLE One of One Thousand Limited Edition Rifle
- Savage 112 Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage 112FV Varmint Rifle
- Savage 116 Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage 116FSS Bolt-Action Rifle
- Savage Axis Series Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage Model 10 Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage Model 10GXP Package Guns
- Savage Model 11/111 Series Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage Model 12 Series Rifles
- Savage Model 14/114 Rifles
- Savage Model 25 Bolt Action Rifles
- Savage Model 110GXP3 Package Guns
- Savage Model 112BV Heavy Barrel Varmint Rifle
- Savage Model 112FVS Varmint Rifle
- Savage Model 116FSK Kodiak Rifle
- Shilen Rifles Inc. DGA Bolt Action Rifles
- Smith & Wesson i-Bolt Rifle
- Steyr Scout Bolt Action Rifle
- Steyr SSG 69 PII Bolt Action Rifle
- Steyr SSG08 Bolt Action Rifle
- Steyr-Mannlicher Luxus Model L, M, S
- Steyr-Mannlicher Model M Professional Rifle
- Steyr-Mannlicher Sporting Models SL, L, M, S, S/T
- Thompson/Center ICON Bolt Action Rifles
- Thompson/Center Icon Classic Long Action Rifle
- Thompson/Center Icon Medium Action Rifle
- Thompson/Center Icon Precision Hunter
- Thompson/Center Icon Weather Shield Long Action Rifle
- Thompson/Center Icon Weather Shield Medium Action Rifle
- Thompson/Center Venture
- Tikka Bolt-Action Rifle
- Tikka Premium Grade Rifles
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

Tikka T3 Bolt Action Rifles
Tikka Varmint/Continental Rifle
Tikka Whitetail/Battue Rifle
Ultra Light Arms Model 20 Rifle
Ultra Light Arms Model 24
Ultra Light Arms Model 28, Model 40 Rifles
Voere Model 2155, 2150 Bolt-Action Rifles
Voere Model 2165 Bolt-Action Rifle
Voere VEC 91 Lightning Bolt-Action Rifle
Weatherby Classicmark No. 1 Rifle
Weatherby Lasermark V Rifle
Weatherby Mark V Crown Custom Rifles
Weatherby Mark V Deluxe Bolt-Action Rifle
Weatherby Mark V Rifles
Weatherby Mark V Safari Grade Custom Rifles
Weatherby Mark V Sporter Rifle
Weatherby Vanguard Bolt Action Rifles
Weatherby Vanguard Classic No. 1 Rifle
Weatherby Vanguard Classic Rifle
Weatherby Vanguard VGX Deluxe Rifle
Weatherby Vanguard Weatherguard Rifle
Weatherby Weatherguard Alaskan Rifle
Weatherby Weathermark Alaskan Rifle
Weatherby Weathermark Rifle
Weatherby Weathermark Rifles
Wichita Classic Rifle
Wichita Varmint Rifle
Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Rifles
Winchester Model 70 Custom Sharpshooter
Winchester Model 70 Custom Sporting Sharpshooter Rifle
Winchester Model 70 DBM Rifle
Winchester Model 70 DBM–S Rifle
Winchester Model 70 Featherweight
Winchester Model 70 Featherweight Classic
Winchester Model 70 Featherweight WinTuff
Winchester Model 70 Lightweight Rifle
Winchester Model 70 SM Sporter
Winchester Model 70 Sporter
Winchester Model 70 Sporter WinTuff
Winchester Model 70 Stainless Rifle
Winchester Model 70 Super Express Magnum
Winchester Model 70 Super Grade
Winchester Model 70 Synthetic Heavy Varmint Rifle
Winchester Model 70 Varmint
Winchester Ranger Rifle

Centerfire Rifles—Single Shot
Armsport 1866 Sharps Rifle, Carbine
Ballard Arms Inc. 1875 #3 Gallery Single Shot Rifle
Ballard Arms Inc. 1875 #4 Perfection Rifle
Ballard Arms Inc. 1875 #7 Long Range Rifle
Ballard Arms Inc. 1875 88 Union Hill rifle
Ballard Arms Inc. 1875 1 1/2 Hunter Rifle
Ballard Arms Inc. 1885 High Wall Sporting Rifle
Ballard Arms Inc. 1885 Low Wall Single Shot
Brown Model 97D Single Shot Rifle
Brown Model One Single Shot Rifle
Browning Model 1885 Single Shot Rifle
C. Sharps Arms 1875 Target & Sporting Rifle
C. Sharps Arms Custom New Model 1877
C. Sharps Arms New Model 1885 High Wall Rifle
C. Sharps Arms 1874 Bridgeport Sporting Rifle
C. Sharps Arms 1875 Classic Sharps
C. Sharps Arms New Model 1874 Old Reliable
C. Sharps Arms New Model 1875 Rifle
C. Sharps Arms New Model 1875 Target & Long Range
Cabela’s 1874 Sharps Sporting
Cimarron Billy Dixon 1874 Sharps
Cimarron Model 1885 High Wall
Cimarron Quigley Model 1874 Sharps
Cimarron Silhouette Model 1874 Sharps
Dakota Model 10 Single Shot Rifle
Dakota Single Shot Rifle
Desert Industries G–90 Single Shot Rifle
Dixie Gun Works 1873 Trapdoor Rifle/Carbine
Dixie Gun Works 1874 Sharps Rifles
Dixie Gun Works Remington Rolling Block Rifles
EMF Premier 1874 Sharps
Harrington & Richardson Buffalo Classic Rifle (CR–1871)
Harrington & Richardson CR 45–LC
Harrington & Richardson Handi-Mag Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Handi-Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Handi-Rifle Compact
Harrington & Richardson New England Hand-Rifle/Slug Gun Combs
Harrington & Richardson Stainless Handi-Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Stainless Ultra Hunter Thumbhole Stock
Harrington & Richardson Superlight Handi-Rifle Compact
Harrington & Richardson Survivor Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Synthetic Handi-Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Ultra Hunter Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Ultra Varmint Fluted
Harrington & Richardson Ultra Varmint Rifle
Harrington & Richardson Ultra Varmint Thumbhole Stock
Krieghoff Hubertus Single Shot
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meacham High Wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkel K1 Lightweight Stalking Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkel K2 Custom Stalking Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1885 High Wall Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms #2 Creedmoor Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms 1873 John Bodine Rolling Black Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms 1873 Springfield Cavalry Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms 1874 Sharps Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms 1874 1885 High Wall Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms Rolling Block Buffalo Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms Sharps “Quigley” Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms Sharps Cavalry Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms Sharps Plains Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms Handi-Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms Sportster/Versa Pack Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms Survivor Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Willow Armory Ballard No. 1.5 Hunting Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Willow Armory Ballard No. 4.5 Target Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Willow Armory Ballard No. 5 Pacific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Willow Armory Ballard No. 8 Union Hill Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Willow Armory Ballard Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington Model Rolling Block Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington Model SPR18 Blued</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington Model SPR18 Nickel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington Model SPR18 Single Shot Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington-Style Rolling Block Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi MatchPairs Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi Single Shot Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi Wizard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1 RSI International</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1 Stainless Sporter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1 Stainless Standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1A Light Sporter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1B Single Shot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1H Tropical Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1S Medium Sporter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruger No. 1V Special Varminter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharps 1874 Old Reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh 1875 Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh Sharps 1874 Business Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh Sharps 1874 Long Range Express</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh Sharps 1874 Military Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh Sharps 1874 Military Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh Sharps 1874 Montana Roughrider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh Sharps Creedmoor Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Center Contender Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Center Contender Carbine Survival System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Center Contender Carbine Youth Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Center Encore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Center Stainless Contender Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Center TCR ‘87 Single Shot Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson/Encore Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditions 1874 Sharps Deluxe Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditions 1874 Sharps Standard Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditions Rolling Block Sporting Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberti (Stoeger Industries) Sharps Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberti 1871 Rolling Block Rifle/Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberti 1874 Sharps Sporting Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberti 1885 High Wall Rifles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberti Rolling Block Baby Carbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberti Springfield Trapdoor Carbine/Rifle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DRILLINGS, COMBINATION GUNS, DOUBLE RIFLES**

- A. Zoli Rifle-Shotgun O/U Combo
- Auguste Francotte Boxlock Double Rifle
- Auguste Francotte Sidelock Double Rifles
- Baikal IZH-94 Express
- Baikal MP94- (IZH-94) O/U
- Beretta Express SSO O/U Double Rifles
- Beretta Model 455 SxS Express Rifle
- Chapuis RGExpress Double Rifle
- CZ 584 SOLO Combination Gun
- CZ 589 Stopper O/U Gun
- Dakota Double Rifle
- Garbi Express Double Rifle
- Harrington & Richardson Survivor
- Harrington & Richardson Synthetic Handi-Rifle/Slug Gun Combo
- Heym Model 55B O/U Double Rifle
- Heym Model 55FW O/U Combo Gun
- Heym Model 88b Side-by-Side Double Rifle
- Hoenig Rotary Round Action Combination Rifle
- Hoenig Rotary Round Action Double Rifle
- Kodiak Mk. IV Double Rifle
- Kreighoff Teck O/U Combination Gun
- Kreighoff Trumpf Drilling
- Kreighoff Drillings
- Lebeau-Courally Express Rifle 5X5
- Merkel Boxlock Double Rifles
- Merkel Drillin gs
- Merkel Model 160 Side-by-Side Double Rifles
- Merkel Over/Under Combination Guns
- Merkel Over/Under Double Rifles
- Remington Model SPR94 .410/Rimfire
- Remington Model SPR94 12 gauge/Centerfire
- Rizzini Express 90L Double Rifle
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

Savage 24F O/U Combination Gun
Savage 24F–12T Turkey Gun
Springfield Inc. M6 Scout Rifle/Shotgun
Tikka Model 412s Combination Gun
Tikka Model 412S Double Fire

**RIMFIRE RIFLES—AUTOLOADERS**
AMT Lightning 25/22 Rifle
AMT Lightning Small-Game Hunting Rifle II
AMT Magnum Hunter Auto Rifle
Anschutz 525 Deluxe Auto
Armscor Model 20P Auto Rifle
Browning Auto .22 Rifles
Browning Auto–22 Rifle
Browning Auto–22 Grade VI
Browning BAR .22 Auto Rifle
Browning SA-22 Semi-Auto 22 Rifle
Henry U.S. Survival .22
Henry U.S. Survival Rifle AR-7
Krico Model 260 Auto Rifle
Lakefield Arms Model 64B Auto Rifle
Marlin Model 60 Self Loading Rifles
Marlin Model 60C
Marlin Model 60SB
Marlin Model 60S–CF
Marlin Model 60SN
Marlin Model 60ss Self-Loading Rifle
Marlin Model 70 Auto-loading Rifles
Marlin Model 70 HC Auto
Marlin Model 70P Papoose
Marlin Model 70SS
Marlin Model 795
Marlin Model 79SS
Marlin Model 922 Magnum Self-Loading Rifle
Marlin Model 990l Self-Loading Rifle
Marlin Model 995 Self-Loading Rifle
Mossberg 702 Plinkster
Norinco Model 22 ATD Rifle
Remington 552BDL Speedmaster Rifle
Remington Model 522 Viper Autoloading Rifle
Remington Model 597 Blaze Camo
Remington Model 597 Pink Camo
Remington Model 597 Synthetic Scope Combo
Ruger 10/22 Autoloading Carbine (w/o folding stock)
Ruger 10/22 Compact
Ruger 10/22 Sporter
Ruger 10/22 Target
Survival Arms AR–7 Explorer Rifle
Texas Remington Revolving Carbine
Thompson/Center R–55 All-Weather
Thompson/Center R–55 Benchmark
Thompson/Center R–55 Classic
Thompson/Center R–55 Rifles
Thompson/Center R–55 Sporter
Voere Model 2115 Auto Rifle

**RIMFIRE RIFLES—LEVER & SLIDE ACTION**
Browning BL–22 Lever-Action Rifle
Henry .22 Lever Action Rifles, All Models
Henry Golden Boy .17 HMR
Henry Golden Boy .22
Henry Golden Boy .22 Magnum
Henry Golden Boy Deluxe
Henry Lever .22 Magnum
Henry Lever Action .22
Henry Lever Carbine .22
Henry Lever Octagon .22
Henry Lever Octagon .22 Magnum
Henry Lever Youth Model .22
Henry Pump Action Octagon .22
Henry Pump Action Octagon .22 Magnum
Henry Varmint Express .17 HMR
Marlin 39TDS Carbine
Marlin Model 39A Golden Lever Action
Marlin Model 39AS Golden Lever-Action Rifle
Mossberg Model 464 Rimfire Lever Action Rifle
Norinco EM–321 Pump Rifle
Remington 572BDL Fieldmaster Pump Rifle
Rossi Model 62 SA Pump Rifle
Rossi Model 62 SAC Carbine
Rossi Model G2 Gallery Rifle
Ruger Model 96 Lever-Action Rifle
Taurus Model 62- Pump
Taurus Model 72 Pump Rifle
Winchester Model 9422 Lever-Action Rifle
Winchester Model 9422 Magnum Lever-Action Rifle

**RIMFIRE RIFLES—BOLT ACTION & SINGLE SHOTS**
Anschutz 1416D/1516D Classic Rifles
Anschutz 1418D/1518D Mannlicher Rifles
Anschutz 1700 FWT Bolt-Action Rifle
Anschutz 1700D Bavarian Bolt-Action Rifle
Anschutz 1700D Classic Rifles
Anschutz 1700D Custom Rifles
Anschutz 1700D Graphite Custom Rifle
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz 1702 D H B Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz 1713 Silhouette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Achiever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Achiever Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz All other Bolt Action Rimfire Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Kadett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1502 D Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1517 D Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1517 MPR Multi Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1517 S-BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1710 D KL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1717 Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model 1717 Silhouette Sporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model G4 MPB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anschutz Model Woodchucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armscor Model 14P Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armscor Model 1500 Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beeman/HW 60–J–ST Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRNO ZKM 452 Deluxe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRNO ZKM–456 Lux Sporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRNO ZKM–452 Deluxe Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning A-Bolt 22 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning A-Bolt Gold Medallion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning T-Bolt Rimfire Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabanas Espronceda IV Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabanas Leyre Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabanas Master Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabanas Phaser Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipmunk Single Shot Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper Arms Model 36S Sporter Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper Model 57–M Bolt Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ 452 Bolt Action Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota 22 Sporter Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davey Crickett Single Shot Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Sportster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Sportster 17 Hornady Magnum Rimfire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Sportster Compact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry ‘Mini’ Bolt Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Acu-Bolt .22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Mini Bolt Youth .22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimber Bolt Action .22 Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krico Model 300 Bolt-Action Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakefield Arms Mark I Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakefield Arms Mark II Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magtech Model MT Bolt Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magtech Model MT–22C Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 15YN ‘Little Buckaroo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 25MN Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 25N Bolt-Action Repeater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 880 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 881 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 882 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 883 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 883SS Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 915 YN ‘Little Buckaroo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 915Y (Compact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 915YS (Compact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917VS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917VS–CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917VST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 917VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 925C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 925M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 925R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 925RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 980S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 980S–CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 981T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 982 Bolt Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 982VS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 982VS–CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 983S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 983T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model XT-17 Series Bolt Action Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model XT-22 Series Bolt Action Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauser Model 107 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauser Model 201 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meacham Low-Wall Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 801/802 Bolt Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 817 Varmint Bolt Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms TU–33/40 Carbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms TU–KKW Sniper Trainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Arms TU–KKW Training Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms Sportster Single Shot Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norinco JW–15 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norinco JW–27 Bolt-Action Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington 40–XR Rimfire Custom Sporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington 541–T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Remington 541–T HB Bolt-Action Rifle
Remington 581–S Sportsman Rifle
Remington Model Five
Remington Model Five Youth
Rossi Matched Pair Single Shot Rifle
Ruger 77/17
Ruger 77/22
Ruger 77/22 Rimfire Bolt-Action Rifle
Ruger 77/44
Ruger K77/22 Varmint Rifle
Savage CUB T Mini Youth
Savage Mark I–G Bolt Action
Savage Mark II Bolt Action Rifles
Savage Model 30 G Stevens Favorite
Savage Model 93 Rifles
Thompson/Center Hotshot Youth Rifle
Ultra Light Arms Model 20 RF Bolt-Action Rifle
Winchester Model 52B Sporting Rifle
Winchester Wildcat Bolt Action Rifle 22

COMPETITION RIFLES—CENTERFIRE & RIMFIRE

Anschutz 1803D Intermediate Match
Anschutz 1808D RT Super Match 54 Target
Anschutz 1827B Biathlon Rifle
Anschutz 1827BT Fortner Biathlon Rifle
Anschutz 1903 Rifles
Anschutz 1903D Match Rifle
Anschutz 1907 Match Rifle
Anschutz 1910 Super Match II
Anschutz 1911 Match Rifle
Anschutz 1912 Rifles
Anschutz 1913 Super Match Rifle
Anschutz 54.18MS REP Deluxe Silhouette Rifle
Anschutz 54.18MS Silhouette Rifle
Anschutz 64 MP R Silhouette Rifle
Anschutz 64–MS Left Silhouette
Anschutz Super Match 54 Target Model 2007
Anschutz Super Match 54 Target Model 2013
Beeman/Feinwerkbau 2600 Target Rifle
Cooper Arms Model TRP–1 ISU Standard Rifle
E.A.A./HW 60 Target Rifle
E.A.A./HW 600 Match Rifle
E.A.A./Weihrauch HW 60 Target Rifle
Ed Brown Model 704, M40A2 Marine Sniper
Finnish Lion Standard Target Rifle
Krico Model 360 S2 Biathlon Rifle
Krico Model 360S Biathlon Rifle
Krico Model 400 Match Rifle
Krico Model 500 Kricotronic Match Rifle
Krico Model 600 Match Rifle
Krico Model 600 Sniper Rifle
Lakefield Arms Model 90B Target Rifle
Lakefield Arms Model 91T Target Rifle
Lakefield Arms Model 92S Silhouette Rifle
Marlin Model 2000 Target Rifle
Mauser Model 86–SR Specialty Rifle
McMillan 300 Phoenix Long Range Rifle
McMillan Long Range Rifle
McMillan M–86 Sniper Rifle
McMillan M–89 Sniper Rifle
McMillan National Match Rifle
Parker-Hale M–85 Sniper Rifle
Parker-Hale M–87 Target Rifle
Remington 40–X Bolt Action Rifles
Remington 40–XB Rangemaster Target Centerfire
Remington 40–XBR KS
Remington 40–XC KS National Match Course Rifle
Remington 40–XR KS Rimfire Position Rifle
Sako TRG–21 Bolt-Action Rifle
Sako TRG–22 Bolt Action Rifle
Springfield Armory M-1 Garand
Steyr-Mannlicher SSG Rifles
Steyr-Mannlicher Match SPG–UIT Rifle
Steyr-Mannlicher SSG P–I Rifle
Steyr-Mannlicher SSG P–II Rifle
Steyr-Mannlicher SSG P–III Rifle
Steyr-Mannlicher SSG P–IV Rifle
Tanner 300 Meter Free Rifle
Tanner 50 Meter Free Rifle
Tanner Standard UIT Rifle
Time Precision 22RF Bench Rifle
Wichita Silhouette Rifle

SHOTGUNS—AUTOLOADERS

American Arms
American Arms/Franchi Black Magic 48/AL
Benelli Bimillionaire
Benelli Black Eagle Competition Auto Shotgun
Benelli Cordoba
Benelli Executive Series
Benelli Legacy Model
Benelli M1
Benelli M1 Defense
Benelli M1 Tactical
Benelli M1014 Limited Edition
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

Benelli M2
Benelli M2 Field Steady Grip
Benelli M2 Practical
Benelli M2 Tactical
Benelli M2 American Series
Benelli M3 Convertible
Benelli M4 Models Vinci Steady Grip
Benelli Montefeltro Super 90 20-Gauge Shotgun
Benelli Montefeltro Super 90 Shotgun
Benelli Raffaello Series Shotguns
Benelli Sport Model
Benelli Super 90 M1 Field Model
Benelli Super Black Eagle II Models
Benelli Super Black Eagle II Steady Grip
Benelli Super Black Eagle Models
Benelli Super Black Eagle Shotgun
Benelli Super Black Eagle Slug Gun
Benelli Super Vinci
Benelli Supersport
Benelli Two-Gun Sets
Benelli Ultralight
Benelli Vinci
Beretta 390 Field Auto Shotgun
Beretta 390 Super Trap, Super Skeet Shotguns
Beretta 3901 Citizen
Beretta 3901 Rifled Slug Gun
Beretta 3901 Statesman
Beretta A–303 Auto Shotgun
Beretta A400 Series
Beretta AL–2 Models
Beretta AL–3 Deluxe Trap
Beretta AL390 Series
Beretta AL391 Teknys Gold
Beretta AL391 Teknys Gold Sporting
Beretta AL391 Teknys Gold Target
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Camo AP
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Camo Max–4
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Classic
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Gold
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Gold Sporting
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Parallel Target SL
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Sporting
Beretta AL391 Urika 2 Synthetic
Beretta ES100 Pintail Series
Beretta Model 1200 Field
Beretta Model 1201F Auto Shotgun
Beretta Model 300
Beretta Model 301 Series

Beretta Model 302 Series
Beretta Model 60
Beretta Model 61
Beretta Model A304 Lark
Beretta Model AL391 Series
Beretta Model TX4 Storm
Beretta Silver Lark
Beretta UGB25 Xcel
Beretta Vittoria Auto Shotgun
Beretta Xtrema2
Breda Altair
Breda Altair Special
Breda Aries 2
Breda Astro
Breda Astrolux
Breda Echo
Breda Ermes Series
Breda Gold Series
Breda Grizzly
Breda Mira
Breda Standard Series
Breda Xanthos
Brolin BL–12
Brolin SAS–12
Browning A–500G Auto Shotgun
Browning A–500G Sporting Clays
Browning A–500R Auto Shotgun
Browning Auto–5 Light 12 and 20
Browning Auto–5 Magnum 12
Browning Auto–5 Magnum 20
Browning Auto–5 Stalker
Browning B2000 Series
Browning BSA 10 Auto Shotgun
Browning BSA 10 Stalker Auto Shotgun
Browning Gold Series
Browning Maxus Series
Charles Daly Field Grade Series
Charles Daly Novamatic Series
Charles Daly Tactical
Churchill Regent
Churchill Standard Model
Churchill Turkey Automatic Shotgun
Churchill Windsor
Cosmi Automatic Shotgun
CZ 712
CZ 720
CZ 912
Escort Escort Series
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

European American Armory (EAA) Bundra Series
Fabarms Ellegi Series
Fabarms Lion Series
Fabarms Tactical
FNH USA Model SLP
Franchi 610YS
Franchi 612 Series
Franchi 620
Franchi 712
Franchi 720
Franchi 912
Franchi AL 48
Franchi AL 48 Series
Franchi Elite
Franchi I–12 Inertia Series
Franchi Prestige
H&K Model 512
H&R Manufrance
H&R Model 403
Hi-Standard 10A
Hi-Standard 10B
Hi-Standard Semi Automatic Model
Hi-Standard Supermatic Series
Ithaca Mag–10
Ithaca Model 51 Series
LaSalle Semi-automatic
Ljutic Bi-matic Autoloader
Luger Ultra-light Model
Marlin SL 12 Series
Maverick Model 60 Auto Shotgun
Model AL–1
Mossberg 1000
Mossberg Model 600 Auto Shotgun
Mossberg Model 930 All-Purpose Field
Mossberg Model 930 Slugster
Mossberg Model 930 Turkey
Mossberg Model 930 Waterfowl
Mossberg Model 935 Magnum Combos
Mossberg Model 935 Magnum Flyway Series Waterfowl
Mossberg Model 935 Magnum Grand Slam Series Turkey
Mossberg Model 935 Magnum Turkey
Mossberg Model 935 Magnum Waterfowl
New England Firearms Excell Auto Combo
New England Firearms Excell Auto Synthetic
New England Firearms Excell Auto Turkey
New England Firearms Excell Auto Walnut
New England Firearms Excell Auto Waterfowl
Nighthawk Tactical Semi-auto
Ottomanguns Sultan Series
Remington 105Ti Series
Remington 1100 20–Gauge Deer Gun
Remington 1100 LT–20 Auto
Remington 1100 LT–20 Tournament Skeet
Remington 1100 Special Field
Remington 11–48 Series
Remington 11–96 Series
Remington Model 105 Cti
Remington Model 11 Series
Remington Model 1100 Classic Trap
Remington Model 1100 Competition
Remington Model 1100 G3
Remington Model 1100 G3
Remington Model 1100 Series
Remington Model 1100 Shotgun
Remington Model 1100 Sporting Series
Remington Model 11–87 Sportsman Camo
Remington Model 11–87 Sportsman Super Mag Synthetic
Remington Model 11–87 Sportsman Super Mag Waterfowl
Remington Model 11–87 Sportsman Synthetic
Remington Model 11–87 Sportsman Youth
Remington Model 11–87 Sportsman Youth Synthetic
Remington Model 48 Series
Remington Model 58 Series
Remington Model 870 Classic Trap
Remington Model 878A Automaster
Remington Model SP–10 Magnum Satin
Remington Model SP–10 Waterfowl
Remington Model SPR453
Remington Versa-Max Series
Savage Model 720
Savage Model 726
Savage Model 740C Skeet Gun
Savage Model 745
Savage Model 755 Series
Savage Model 775 Series
Scattergun Technologies K–9
Scattergun Technologies SWAT
Scattergun Technologies Urban Sniper Model
SKB 1300 Upland
SKB 1900
SKB 300 Series
SKB 900 Series
SKS 3000
Smith & Wesson Model 1000
Smith & Wesson Model 1012 Series
Spartan Gun Works SPR453
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

TOZ Model H–170
Tri-Star Diana Series
Tri-Star Phantom Series
Tri-Star Viper Series
Tula Arms Plant TOZ 87
Verona 401 Series
Verona 405 Series
Verona 406 Series
Verona SX801 Series
Weatherby Centurion Series
Weatherby Field Grade
Weatherby Model 82
Weatherby SA–08 Series
Weatherby SA–459 TR
Weatherby SAS Series
Winchester 1500
Winchester Model 50
Winchester Model 59
Winchester Super X1 Series
Winchester Super X2 Series
Winchester Super X3 Series

SHOTGUNS—SLIDE ACTIONS
ADCO Diamond Grade
ADCO Diamond Series Shotguns
ADCO Mariner Model
ADCO Sales Inc. Gold Elite Series
Armscor M–30 Series
Armscor M–5
Baikal IZH–81
Baikal MP133
Benelli Nova Series
Benelli Supernova Series
Beretta Ariete Standard
Beretta Gold Pigeon Pump
Beretta Model SL–12
Beretta Ruby Pigeon Pump
Beretta Silver Pigeon Pump
Brolin Field Series
Brolin Lawman Model
Brolin Slug Special
Brolin Slugmaster
Brolin Turkey Master
Browning BPS Game Gun Deer Special
Browning BPS Game Gun Turkey Special
Browning BPS Pigeon Grade Pump Shotgun
Browning BPS Pump Shotgun
Browning BPS Pump Shotgun (Ladies and Youth Model)
Browning BPS Series Pump Shotgun
Browning BPS Stalker Pump Shotgun
Browning Model 12 Limited Edition Series
Browning Model 42 Pump Shotgun
Century IJ12 Slide Action
Century Ultra 87 Slide Action
Charles Daly Field Hunter
Ducks Unlimited Dinner Guns
EAA Model PM2
Escort Field Series
Fort Worth Firearms GL18
H&R Pardner Pump
Hi-Standard Flite-King Series
Hi-Standard Model 200
Interstate Arms Model 981
Interstate Arms Model 982T
Ithaca Deerslayer II Rifled Shotgun
Ithaca Model 87 Deerslayer Shotgun
Ithaca Model 87 Deluxe Pump Shotgun
Ithaca Model 87 Series Shotguns
Ithaca Model 87 Supreme Pump Shotgun
Ithaca Model 87 Turkey Gun
Magtech Model 586–VR Pump Shotgun
Maverick Models 88, 91 Pump Shotguns
Mossberg 200 Series Shotgun
Mossberg 3000 Pump shotgun
Mossberg 535 ATS Series Pump Shotguns
Mossberg Field Grade Model 835 Pump Shotgun
Mossberg Model 500 All Purpose Field
Mossberg Model 500 Bantam
Mossberg Model 500 Bantam Combo
Mossberg Model 500 Bantam Pump
Mossberg Model 500 Camo Pump
Mossberg Model 500 Combos
Mossberg Model 500 Flyway Series Waterfowl
Mossberg Model 500 Grand Slam Series Turkey
Mossberg Model 500 Muzzleloader
Mossberg Model 500 Muzzleloader Combo
Mossberg Model 500 Series Pump Shotguns
Mossberg Model 500 Slugster
Mossberg Model 500 Sporting Pump
Mossberg Model 500 Super Bantam All Purpose Field
Mossberg Model 500 Super Bantam Combo
Mossberg Model 500 Super Bantam Slug
Mossberg Model 500 Super Bantam Turkey
Mossberg Model 500 Trophy Slugster
Mossberg Model 500 Turkey
Mossberg Model 500 Waterfowl
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Mossberg Model 505 Series Pump Shotguns
Mossberg Model 505 Youth All Purpose Field
Mossberg Model 535 ATS All Purpose Field
Mossberg Model 535 ATS Combos
Mossberg Model 535 ATS Slugster
Mossberg Model 535 ATS Turkey
Mossberg Model 535 ATS Waterfowl
Mossberg Model 835 Regal Ulti-Mag Pump
Mossberg Model 835 Series Pump Shotguns
Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag
Mossberg Turkey Model 500 Pump
National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) Banquet/Guns of the Year
New England Firearms Pardner Pump Combo
New England Firearms Pardner Pump Field
New England Firearms Pardner Pump Slug Gun
New England Firearms Pardner Pump Synthetic
New England Firearms Pardner Pump Turkey Gun
New England Firearms Pardner Pump Walnut
New England Firearms Pardner Pump-Compact Field
New England Firearms Pardner Pump-Compact Synthetic
New England Firearms Pardner Pump-Compact Walnut
Norinco Model 98 Field Series
Norinco Model 983
Norinco Model 984
Norinco Model 985
Norinco Model 987
Orvis Grand Vazir Series
Quail Unlimited Limited Edition Pump Shotguns
Remington 870 Express
Remington 870 Express Rifle Sighted Deer Gun
Remington 870 Express Series Pump Shotguns
Remington 870 Express Turkey
Remington 870 High Grade Series
Remington 870 High Grades
Remington 870 Marine Magnum
Remington 870 Special Field
Remington 870 Special Purpose Deer Gun
Remington 870 Special Purpose Synthetic Camo
Remington 870 SPS Special Purpose Magnum
Remington 870 SPS–BG–Camo Deer/Turkey Shotgun
Remington 870 SPS–Deer Shotgun
Remington 870 SPS–T Camo Pump Shotgun
Remington 870 TC Trap
Remington 870 Wingmaster
Remington 870 Wingmaster Series
Remington 870 Wingmaster Small Gauges
Remington Model 11–87 XCS Super Magnum Waterfowl

Remington Model 870 Ducks Unlimited Series Dinner Pump Shotguns
Remington Model 870 Express
Remington Model 870 Express JR.
Remington Model 870 Express Shurshot Synthetic Cantilever
Remington Model 870 Express Super Magnum
Remington Model 870 Express Synthetic
Remington Model 870 Express Youth Gun
Remington Model 870 Express Youth Synthetic
Remington Model 870 SPS Shurshot Synthetic Cantilever
Remington Model 870 SPS Shurshot Synthetic Turkey
Remington Model 870 SPS Special Purpose Magnum

Rengton Model 870 SPS Super Mag Max Gobbler
Remington Model 870 XCS Marine Magnum
Remington Model 870 XCS Super Magnum
Winchester 12 Commercial Riot Gun
Winchester 97 Commercial Riot Gun
Winchester Model 12 Pump Shotgun
Winchester Model 120 Ranger
Winchester Model 1200 Series Shotgun
Winchester Model 1300 Ranger Pump Gun
Winchester Model 1300 Ranger Pump Gun Combo & Deer Gun
Winchester Model 1300 Series Shotgun
Winchester Model 1300 Slug Hunter Deer Gun
Winchester Model 1300 Turkey Gun
Winchester Model 1300 Walnut Pump
Winchester Model 42 High Grade Shotgun
Winchester Speed Pump Defender
Winchester SXP Series Pump Shotgun
Zoli Pump Action Shotgun

SHOTGUNS—OVER/UNDERS
Ducks Unlimited Dinner Guns/Guns of the Year, Over/Under Models
San Marco 10-Ga. O/U Shotgun
San Marco 12-Ga. Wildfowler Shotgun
ADCO Sales Diamond Series Shotguns
American Arms/Franchi Falconet 2000 O/U
American Arms Lince
American Arms Silver I O/U
American Arms Silver II Shotgun
American Arms Silver Skeet O/U
American Arms Silver Sporting O/U
American Arms Silver Trap O/U
American Arms WS/OU 12, TS/OU 12 Shotguns
American Arms WT/OU 10 Shotgun
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

American Arms/Franchi Sporting 2000 O/U
Armsport 2700 O/U Goose Gun
Armsport 2700 Series O/U
Armsport 2900 Tri-Barrel Shotgun
AYA Augusta
AYA Coral A
AYA Coral B
AYA Excelsior
AYA Model 37 Super
AYA Model 77
AYA Model 79 Series
Baby Breton Over/Under Shotgun
Baikal IZH27
Baikal MP310
Baikal MP333
Baikal MP94
Beretta 90 DE LUXE
Beretta 682 Gold E Skeet
Beretta 682 Gold E Trap
Beretta 682 Gold E Trap Bottom Single
Beretta 682 Series
Beretta 682 Super Sporting O/U
Beretta 685 Series
Beretta 686 Series
Beretta 686 White Onyx
Beretta 686 White Onyx Sporting
Beretta 687 EELL Classic
Beretta 687 EELL Diamond Pigeon
Beretta 687 EELL Diamond Pigeon Sporting
Beretta 687 series
Beretta 687EL Sporting O/U
Beretta Alpha Series
Beretta America Standard
Beretta AS
Beretta ASE 90 Competition O/U Shotgun
Beretta ASE 90 Gold Skeet
Beretta ASE Gold
Beretta ASE Series
Beretta ASEL
Beretta BL Serieis
Beretta DT10 Series
Beretta DT10 Trident EELL
Beretta DT10 Trident L Sporting
Beretta DT10 Trident Skeet
Beretta DT10 Trident Sporting
Beretta DT10 Trident Trap Combo
Beretta Europa
Beretta Field Shotguns
Beretta Gamma Series
Beretta Giubileo
Beretta Grade Four
Beretta Grade One
Beretta Grade Three
Beretta Grade Two
Beretta Milano
Beretta Model 686 Ultralight O/U
Beretta Model SO5, SO6, SO9 Shotguns
Beretta Onyx Hunter Sport O/U Shotgun
Beretta Over/Under Field Shotguns
Beretta Royal Pigeon
Beretta S56 Series
Beretta S58 Series
Beretta Series 682 Competition Over/Unders
Beretta Silver Pigeon II
Beretta Silver Pigeon II Sporting
Beretta Silver Pigeon III
Beretta Silver Pigeon III Sporting
Beretta Silver Pigeon IV
Beretta Silver Pigeon S
Beretta Silver Pigeon V
Beretta Silver Snipe
Beretta Skeet Set
Beretta SO-1
Beretta SO-2
Beretta SO-3
Beretta SO-4
Beretta SO5
Beretta SO6 EELL
Beretta SO-10
Beretta SO10 EELL
Beretta Sporting Clay Shotguns
Beretta SV10 Perennia
Beretta Ultralight
Beretta Ultralight Deluxe
Bertuzzi Zeus
Bertuzzi Zeus Series
Beschi Boxlock Model
Big Bear Arms IJ-39
Big Bear Arms Sterling Series
Big Bear IJ-27
Blaser F3 Series
Bosis Challenger Titanium
Bosis Laura
Bosis Michaelangelo
Bosis Wild Series
Boss Custom Over/Under Shotguns
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Boss Merlin
Boss Pendragon
Breda Pegaso Series
Breda Sirio Standard
Breda Vega Series
Bretton Baby Standard
Bretton Sprint Deluxe
BRNO 500/501
BRNO 502
BRNO 801 Series
BRNO 802 Series
BRNO BS-571
BRNO BS-572
BRNO ZH-300
BRNO ZH-301
BRNO ZH-302
BRNO ZH-303
Browning 325 Sporting Clays
Browning 625 Series
Browning 725 Series
Browning B-25 Series
Browning B-26 Series
Browning B-27 Series
Browning B-125 Custom Shop Series
Browning Citori 525 Series
Browning Citori GTI Sporting Clays
Browning Citori Lightning Series
Browning Citori O/U Shotgun
Browning Citori O/U Skeet Models
Browning Citori O/U Trap Models
Browning Citori Plus Trap Combo
Browning Citori Plus Trap Gun
Browning Cynergy Series
Browning Diana Grade
Browning Lightning Sporting Clays
Browning Micro Citori Lightning
Browning Midas Grade
Browning Special Sporting Clays
Browning Sporter Model
Browning ST-100
Browning Superlight Citori Over/Under
Browning Superlight Citori Series
Browning Superlight Feather
Browning Superposed Pigeon Grade
Browning Superposed Standard
BSA Falcon
BSA O/U
BSA Silver Eagle

Cabela’s Volo
Caprinus Sweden Model
Centurion Over/Under Shotgun
Century Arms Arthemis
Chapuis Over/Under Shotgun
Charles Daly Country Squire Model
Charles Daly Deluxe Model
Charles Daly Diamond Series
Charles Daly Empire Series
Charles Daly Field Grade O/U
Charles Daly Lux Over/Under
Charles Daly Maxi-Mag
Charles Daly Model 105
Charles Daly Model 106
Charles Daly Model 206
Charles Daly Over/Under Shotguns, Japanese Manufactured
Charles Daly Over/Under Shotguns, Prussian Manufactured
Charles Daly Presentation Model
Charles Daly Sporting Clays Model
Charles Daly Superior Model
Charles Daly UL
Churchill Imperial Model
Churchill Monarch
Churchill Premiere Model
Churchill Regent Trap and Skeet
Churchill Regent V
Churchill Sporting Clays
Churchill Windsor III
Churchill Windsor IV
Classic Doubles Model 101 Series
Cogswell & Harrison Woodward Type
Connecticut Shotgun Company A. Galazan Model
Connecticut Shotgun Company A-10 American
Connecticut Valley Classics Classic Field Waterfowler
Connecticut Valley Classics Classic Sporter O/U
Continental Arms Centaure Series
Cortona Over/Under Shotguns
CZ 581 Solo
CZ Canvasback 103D
CZ Limited Edition
CZ Mallard 104A
CZ Redhead Deluxe 103FE
CZ Sporting
CZ Super Scroll Limited Edition
CZ Upland Ultralight
CZ Wingshooter
Dakin Arms Model 170
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Darne SB1  
Darne SB2  
Darne SB3  
Depar ATAK  
Doumoulin Superposed Express  
Ducks Unlimited Dinner Guns / Guns of the Year, Over/Under Models  
Dumoulin Boss Royal Superposed  
E.A.A, Falcon  
E.A.A. Scirocco Series  
E.A.A./Sabatti Falcon-Mon Over/Under  
E.A.A./Sabatti Sporting Clays Pro-Gold O/U  
ERA Over/Under  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Aries  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Castrone  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Dove Gun  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Excaliber Series  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Jorema  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Leonardo  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Pegasus  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Posiden  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Quail Gun  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Royal  
Famars di Abbiatico & Salvinelli Royale  
Fausti Boutique Series  
Fausti Caledon Series  
Fausti Class Series  
Ferlib Boss Model  
Finnclassic 512 Series  
Franchi 2004 Trap  
Franchi 2005 Combination Trap  
Franchi Alcione Series  
Franchi Aristocrat Series  
Franchi Black Majic  
Franchi Falconet Series  
Franchi Instict Series  
Franchi Model 2003 Trap  
Franchi Renaissance Series  
Franchi Sporting 2000  
Franchi Undergun Model 3000  
Franchi Veloce Series  
Galef Golden Snipe  
Galef Silver Snipe  
Golden Eagle Model 5000 Series  
Griffon & Howe Black Ram  
Griffon & Howe Broadway  
Griffon & Howe Claremont  
Griffon & Howe Madison  
Griffon & Howe Silver Ram  
Griffon & Howe Superbrite  
Guerini Apex Series  
Guerini Challenger Sporting  
Guerini Ellipse Evo  
Guerini Ellipse Evolution Sporting  
Guerini Ellipse Limited  
Guerini Essex Field  
Guerini Flyaway  
Guerini Forum Series  
Guerini Magnus Series  
Guerini Maxum Series  
Guerini Summit Series  
Guerini Tempio  
Guerini Woodlander  
H&R Harrich #1  
H&R Model 1212  
H&R Model 1212WF  
H&R Pinnacle  
Hatfields Hatfield Model 1 of 100  
Heym Model 55 F  
Heym Model 55 SS  
Heym Model 200  
Holland & Holland Royal Series  
Holland & Holland Sporting Model  
IGA 2000 Series  
IGA Hunter Series  
IGA Trap Series  
IGA Turkey Series  
IGA Waterfowl Series  
K.F.C E-2 Trap/Skeet  
K.F.C. Field Gun  
Kassnar Grade I O/U Shotgun  
KDF Condor Khan Arthemies Field/Deluxe  
Kimber Augusta Series  
Kimber Marias Series  
Krieghoff K–80 Four-Barrel Skeet Set  
Krieghoff K–80 International Skeet  
Krieghoff K–80 O/U Trap Shotgun  
Krieghoff K–80 Skeet Shotgun  
Krieghoff K–80 Sporting Clays O/U  
Krieghoff K–80/RT Shotguns  
Krieghoff Model 20 Sporting/Field  
Krieghoff Model 32 Series  
Lames Field Model  
Lames Skeet Model  
Lames Standard Model  
Lames California Model
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Laurona Model 67
Laurona Model 82 Series
Laurona Model 83 Series
Laurona Model 84 Series
Laurona Model 85 Series
Laurona Model 300 Series
Laurona Silhouette 300 Sporting Clays
Laurona Silhouette 300 Trap
Laurona Super Model Over/Unders
Lebeau Baron Series
Lebeau Boss Verres
Lebeau Boxlock with sideplates
Lebeau Sidelock
Lebeau Versailles
Lippard Custom Over/Under Shotguns
Ljutic LM-6 Deluxe O/U Shotgun
Longthorne Hesketh Game Gun
Longthorne Sporter
Marlin Model 90
Marocchi Avanza O/U Shotgun
Marocchi Conquista Over/Under Shotgun
Marocchi Conquista Series
Marocchi Model 100
Marocchi Model 99
Maverick HS-12 Tactical
Maverick Hunter Field Model
McMillan Over/Under Sidelock
Merkel 201 Series
Merkel 2016 Series
Merkel 2116 EL Sidelock
Merkel 303EL Luxus
Merkel Model 100
Merkel Model 101
Merkel Model 101E
Merkel Model 200E O/U Shotgun
Merkel Model 200E Skeet, Trap Over/Unders
Merkel Model 200SC Sporting Clays
Merkel Model 203E, 303E Over/Under Shotguns
Merkel Model 204E
Merkel Model 210
Merkel Model 301
Merkel Model 302
Merkel Model 304E
Merkel Model 310E
Merkel Model 400
Merkel Model 400E
Merkel Model 2000 Series
Mossberg Onyx Reserve Field
Mossberg Onyx Reserve Sporting
Mossberg Silver Reserve Field
Mossberg Silver Reserve Series
Mossberg Silver Reserve Sporting
Norinco Type HL12-203
Omega Standard Over/Under Model
Orvis Field
Orvis Knockabout
Orvis Premier Grade
Orvis SKB Green Mountain Uplander
Orvis Sporting Clays
Orvis Super Field
Orvis Uplander
Orvis Waterfowler
Pederson Model 1000 Series
Pederson Model 1500 Series
Perazzi Boxlock Action Hunting
Perazzi Competition Series
Perazzi Electrocibles
Perazzi Granditalia
Perazzi Mirage Special Four-Gauge Skeet
Perazzi Mirage Special Skeet Over/Under
Perazzi Mirage Special Sporting O/U
Perazzi MS80
Perazzi MT-6
Perazzi MX1/MX2
Perazzi MX3
Perazzi MX4
Perazzi MX5
Perazzi MX6
Perazzi MX7 Over/Under Shotguns
Perazzi MX8/20 Over/Under Shotgun
Perazzi MX8/MX8 Special Trap, Skeet
Perazzi MX9 Single Over/Under Shotguns
Perazzi MX10
Perazzi MX11
Perazzi MX12 Hunting Over/Under
Perazzi MX14
Perazzi MX16
Perazzi MX20 Hunting Over/Under
Perazzi MX28, MX410 Game O/U Shotguns
Perazzi MX2000
Perazzi MX2005
Perazzi MX2008
Perazzi Sidelock Action Hunting
Perazzi Sporting Classic O/U
Perugini Maestro Series
Perugini Michelangelo
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Perugini Nova Boss
Pietro Zanoletti Model 2000 Field O/U
Pioatti Boss Over/Under Shotgun
Pointer Italian Model
Pointer Turkish Model
Remington 396 Series
Remington 3200 Series
Remington Model 32 Series
Remington Model 300 Ideal
Remington Model 332 Series
Remington Model SPR310
Remington Model SPR310N
Remington Model SPR310S
Remington Peerless Over/Under Shotgun
Remington Premier Field
Remington Premier Ruffed Grouse
Remington Premier Series
Remington Premier STS Competition
Remington Premier Upland
Richland Arms Model 41
Richland Arms Model 747
Richland Arms Model 757
Richland Arms Model 787
Richland Arms Model 808
Richland Arms Model 810
Richland Arms Model 828
Rigby 401 Sidelock
Rota Model 650
Rota Model 72 Series
Royal American Model 100
Ruger Red Label O/U Shotgun
Ruger Sporting Clays O/U Shotgun
Ruger Woodside Shotgun
Rutten Model RM 100
Rutten Model RM285
S.I.A.C.E. Evolution
S.I.A.C.E. Model 66C
S.I.A.C.E.600T Lusso EL
San Marco 10–Ga. O/U Shotgun
San Marco 12–Ga. Wildflower Shotgun
San Marco Field Special O/U Shotgun
Sauer Model 66 Series
Savage Model 242
Savage Model 420/430
Sig Sauer Aurora Series
Sig Sauer SA-3
Sig Sauer SA-5
Silma Model 70 Series
SKB Model 85 Series
SKB Model 500 Series
SKB Model 505 Deluxe Over/Under Shotgun
SKB Model 505 Series
SKB Model 600 Series
SKB Model 605 Series
SKB Model 680 Series
SKB Model 685 Over/Under Shotgun
SKB Model 685 Series
SKB Model 700 Series
SKB Model 785 Series
SKB Model 800 Series
SKB Model 880 Series
SKB Model 885 Over/Under Trap, Skeet, Sporting Clays
SKB Model 885 Series
SKB Model 5600 Series
SKB Model 5700 Series
SKB Model 5800 Series
SKB Model GC-7 Series
Spartan SPR310/320
Stevens Model 240
Stevens Model 512
Stoeger/IGA Condor I O/U Shotgun
Stoeger/IGA ERA 2000 Over/Under Shotgun
Techni-Mec Model 610 Over/Under
Tikka Model 412S Field Grade Over/Under
Traditions 350 Series Traditions Classic Field Series
Traditions Classic Upland Series
Traditions Gold Wing Series
Traditions Real 16 Series
Tri Star Model 330 Series
Tri-Star Hunter EX
Tri-Star Model 300
Tri-Star Model 333 Series
Tri-Star Setter Model
Tri-Star Silver Series
Tri-Star Sporting Model
TULA 120
TULA 200
TULA TOZ34
Universal 7112
Universal 7312
Universal 7412
Universal 7712
Universal 7812
Universal 7912
Verona 501 Series
Verona 680 Series
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation


SHOTGUNS—SIDE BY SIDES
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

Bruchet Model A
Bruchet Model B
BSA Classic
BSA Royal
Cabela’s ATA Grade II Custom
Cabela’s Hemingway Model
Casartelli Sidelock Model
Century Coach SxS
Chapuis RGP Series Shotguns
Chapuis RP Series Shotguns
Chapuis Side-by-Side Shotgun
Chapuis UGP Round Design SxS
Charles Daly 1974 Wildlife Commemorative
Charles Daly Classic Coach Gun
Charles Daly Diamond SxS
Charles Daly Empire SxS
Charles Daly Model 306
Charles Daly Model 500
Charles Daly Model Dss Double
Charles Daly Superior SxS
Churchill Continental Series Shotguns
Churchill Crown Model
Churchill Field Model
Churchill Hercules Model
Churchill Imperial Model
Churchill Premiere Series Shotguns
Churchill Regal Model
Churchill Royal Model
Churchill Windsor Series Shotguns
Cimarron Coach Guns
Classic Doubles Model 201
Classic Clot 1878 Hammer Shotgun
Cogswell & Harrison Sidelock and Boxlock Shotguns
Colt 1883 Hammerless
Colt SxS Shotgun
Connecticut Shotgun Co. Model 21
Connecticut Shotgun Co. RBL Series
Continental Arms Centaure
Crescent SxS Model
Crucelegui Hermanos Model 150 Double
CZ Amarillo
CZ Bobwhite
CZ Competition
CZ Deluxe
CZ Durango
CZ Grouse
CZ Hammer Models
CZ Partridge
CZ Ringneck
CZ Ringneck Target
Dakin Model 100
Dakin Model 147
Dakin Model 160
Dakin Model 215
Dakota American Legend
Dakota Classic Grade
Dakota Classic Grade II
Dakota Classic Grade III
Dakota Premier Grade
Dan Arms Deluxe Field Model
Dan Arms Field Model
Darne Sliding Breech Series Shotguns
Davidson Arms Model 63B
Davidson Arms Model 69SL
Davidson Arms Model 73 Stagecoach
Dumoulin Continental Model
Dumoulin Etendard Model
Dumoulin Europa Model
Dumoulin Liege Model
E.A.A. SABA
E.A.A./Sabatti Saba-Mon Double Shotgun
E.M.F. Model 1878 SxS
E.M.F. Stagecoach SxS Model
ERA Quail SxS
ERA Riot SxS
ERA SxS
Famars Boxlock Models
Famars Castore
Famars Sidelock Models
Fausti Caledon
Fausti Class
Fausti Class Round Body
Fausti DEA Series Shotguns
Ferlib Mignon Hammer Model
Ferlib Model F VII Double Shotgun
FN Anson SxS Standard Grade
FN New Anson SxS Standard Grade
FN Sidelock Standard Grade
Fox Higher Grade Models (A-F)
Fox Sterlingworth Series
Franchi Airone
Franchi Astore Series
Franchi Destino
Franchi Highlander
Franchi Sidelock Double Barrel
Francotte Boxlock Shotgun
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

- Francotte Jubilee Model
- Francotte Sidelock Shotgun
- Galef Silver Hawk SxS
- Galef Zabala SxS
- Garbi Model 100
- Garbi Model 101 Side-by-Side
- Garbi Model 103A, B Side-by-Side
- Garbi Model 200 Side-by-Side
- Gastinne Model 105
- Gastinne Model 202
- Gastinne Model 353
- Gastinne Model 98
- Gib 10 Gauge Magnum
- Gil Alhambra
- Gil Diamond
- Gil Laga
- Gil Olimpia
- Greener Sidelock SxS Shotguns
- Griffin & Howe Britte
- Griffin & Howe Continental Sidelock
- Griffin & Howe Round Body Game Gun
- Griffin & Howe Traditional Game Gun
- Grulla 217 Series
- Grulla 219 Series
- Grulla Consort
- Grulla Model 209 Holland
- Grulla Model 215
- Grulla Model 216 Series
- Grulla Number 1
- Grulla Royal
- Grulla Super MH
- Grulla Supreme
- Grulla Windsor
- H&R Anson & Deeley SxS
- H&R Model 404
- H&R Small Bore SxS hammer Gun
- Hatfield Uplander Shotgun
- Henry Atkin Boxlock Model
- Henry Atkin Sidelock Model
- Holland & Holland Cavalier Boxlock
- Holland & Holland Dominion Game Gun
- Holland & Holland Northwood Boxlock
- Holland & Holland Round Action Sidelock
- Holland & Holland Round Action Sidelock Paradox
- Holland & Holland Royal Hammerless Ejector Sidelock
- Holland & Holland Sidelock Shotguns
- Holloway premier Sidelock SxS Model
- Hopkins & Allen Boxlock and Sidelock Models
- Huglu SxS Shotguns
- Husqvarna SxS Shotguns
- IGA Deluxe Model
- IGA Turkey Series Model
- Interstate Arms Model 99 Coach Gun
- Ithaca Classic Doubles Series Shotguns
- Ithaca Hammerless Series
- Iver Johnson Hammerless Model Shotguns
- Jeffery Boxlock Shotguns
- Jeffery Sidelock Shotguns
- K.B.I Grade II SxS
- Khan Coach Gun
- Kimber Valier Series
- Krieghoff Essencia Boxlock
- Krieghoff Essencia Sidelock
- Lanber Imperial Sidelock
- Laurona Boxlock Models
- Laurona Sidelock Models
- Lefever Grade A Field Model
- Lefever Grade A Skeet Model
- Lefever New
- Lefever Model
- Lefever Nitro Special
- Lefever Sideplate Models
- Leforgeron Boxlock Ejector
- Leforgeron Sidelock Ejector
- Liberty Coach Gun Series
- MacNaughton Sidelock Model
- Malin Boxlock Model
- Malin Sidelock Model
- Masquelier Boxlock Model
- Masqueriel Sidelock Model
- Medwell SxS Sidelock
- Merkel Model 8, 47E Side-by-Side Shotguns
- Merkel Model 47LSC Sporting Clays Double
- Merkel Model 47S, 147S Side-by-Sides
- Merkel Model 76E
- Merkel Model 122E
- Merkel Model 126E
- Merkel Model 280 Series
- Merkel Model 360 Series
- Merkel Model 447SL
- Merkel Model 1620 Series
- Merkel Model 1622 Series
- Mossberg Onyx Reserve Sporting
- Mossberg Silver Reserve Field
- Navy Arms Model 100
- Navy Arms Model 150

ASSAULT WEAPONS BAN
Hunting and other recreational weapons specifically excluded from coverage by legislation

Orvis Custom Uplander
Orvis Field Grade
Orvis Fine Grade
Orvis Rounded Action
Orvis Waterfowler
Parker Fluid Steel Barrel Models (All Grades)
Parker Reproductions Side-by-Side
Pederson Model 200
Pederson Model 2500
Perazzi DHO Models
Perugini Ausonia
Perugini Classic Model
Perugini Liberty
Perugini Regina Model
Perugini Romagna Gun
Piotti Hammer Gun
Piotti King Extra Side-by-Side
Piotti King No. 1 Side-by-Side Piotti Lunik Side-by-Side
Piotti Monaco Series
Piotti Monte Carlo
Piotti Piuma Side-by-Side
Piotti Westlake
Precision Sports Model 600 Series Doubles
Premier Italian made SxS Shotguns
Premier Spanish made SxS Shotguns
Purdy Best Quality Game Gun
Remington Model 1900 Hammerless
Remington Model SPR210
Remington Model SPR220
Remington Model SPR220 Cowboy
Remington Premier SxS
Richland Arms Co. Italian made SxS Models
Richland Arms Co. Spanish made SxS Models
Rigby Boxlock Shotgun
Rigby Hammer Shotgun
Rizzini Boxlock Side-by-Side
Rizzini Sidelock Side-by-Side
Rossi Overlund
Rossi Squire
Rota Model 105
Rota Model 106
Rota Model 411 Series
Royal American Model 600 Boxlock
Royal American Model 800 Sidelock
Ruger Gold Label
SAE Model 209E
SAE Model 210S
SAE Model 340X
Sarasqueta Hammerless Sidelock
Sarasqueta Model 3 Boxlock
Sauer Boxlock Model Shotguns
Sauer Sidelock Model Shotguns
Savage Fox Model FA-1
Savage Model 550
Scott Blenheim
Scott Bowood
Scott Chatsworth
Scott Kinmount
SIACE Italian made SxS Shotguns
SKB Model 100
SKB Model 150
SKB Model 200
SKB Model 280
SKB Model 300
SKB Model 385
SKB Model 400
SKB Model 480
SKB Model 485
Smith & Wesson Elite Gold Series Grade I
Smith & Wesson Elite Silver Grade I
Smith, L.C. Boxlock Hammerless Shotguns
Smith, L.C. Sidelock Hammerless Shotguns
Spartan SPR Series Shotguns
Stevens Model 311/315 Series
Stoeger/IGA Uplander Side-by-Side Shotgun
Taylor’s SxS Model
Tri-Star Model 311
Tri-Star Model 411 Series
Ugartechea 10–Ga. Magnum Shotgun
Universal Double Wing SxS
Vouzelaud Model 315 Series
Walther Model WSF
Walther Model WSFD
Weatherby Athenea
Weatherby D’Italia Series
Weatherby Orion
Westley Richards Best Quality Sidelock
Westley Richards Boxlock Shotguns
Westley Richards Connaught Model
Westley Richards Hand Detachable Lock Model
William Douglas Boxlock
Winchester Model 21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shotgun Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winchester Model 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Alley Cleaner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Falcon II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Model Quail Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Pheasant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Silver Hawk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoli Silver Snipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHOTGUNS—BOLT ACTIONS &amp; SINGLE SHOTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADCC Diamond Folding Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Arms Single-Shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSCOR 301A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armsport Single Barrel Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baikal MP18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta 471 EL Silver Hawk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta 471 Silver Hawk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta Beta Single Barrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta MKII Trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta Model 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta Model FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta TR-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta TR-1 Trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beretta Vandalia Special Trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning BT–99 Competition Trap Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning BT–99 Plus Micro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning BT–99 Plus Trap Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning Micro Recoilless Trap Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning Recoilless Trap Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent Single Shot Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ Cottontail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Industries Big Twenty Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fefever Long Range Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigon FS-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigon FT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigon FT-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbs Midland Stalker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greener General Purpose GP MKI/MKII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;R Survivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;R Tracker Slug Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson N.W.T.F. Turkey Mag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner Compact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner Compact Turkey Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner Screw-In Choke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner Turkey Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner Turkey Gun Camo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Pardner Waterfowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Tamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Topper Classic Youth Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Topper Deluxe Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Topper Deluxe Model 098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Topper Junior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Topper Model 098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Topper Trap Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Tracker II Slug Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Ultra Slug Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Ultra Slug Hunter Compact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Ultra Slug Hunter Deluxe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Ultra Slug Hunter Thumbhole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Ultra-Lite Slug Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Standard 514 Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland &amp; Holland Single Barrel Trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGA Reuna Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGA Single Barrel Classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca Model 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca Single Barrel Trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iver Johnson Champion Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iver Johnson Commemorative Series Single Shot Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iver Johnson Excel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krieghoff K–80 Single Barrel Trap Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krieghoff KS–5 Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krieghoff KS–5 Trap Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lefever Trap Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ljutic LTX Super Deluxe Mono Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ljutic Mono Gun Single Barrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ljutic Recoilless Space Gun Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 55 Goose Gun Bolt Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin Model 60 Single Shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marocchi Model 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Models G-4, 70, 73, 73B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Models 75 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Models 80, 83, 83B, 83D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg 173 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 183 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 185 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 190 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 195 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 385 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 390 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 395 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 595 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mossberg Model 695 Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms N.W.T.F. Shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms Standard Pardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Firearms Survival Gun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New England Firearms Tracker Slug Gun
New England Firearms Turkey and Goose Gun
Parker Single Barrel Trap Models
Perazzi TM1 Special Single Trap
Remington 90–T Super Single Shotgun
Remington Model No. 9
Remington Model 310 Skeet
Remington Model No. 3
Rossi Circuit Judge Lever Action Shotgun
Rossi Circuit Judge Shotgun
Ruger Single Barrel Trap
S.W.D. Terminator
Savage Kimel Kamper Single Shot
Savage Model 210F Slug Warrior
Savage Model 212 Slug Gun
Savage Model 220 Series
Savage Model 220 Slug Gun
SEITZ Single Barrel Trap
SKB Century II Trap
SKB Century Trap
SKB Model 505 Trap
KB Model 605 Trap
Smith, L.C. Single Barrel Trap Models
Snake Charmer II Shotgun
Stoeger/IGA Reuna Single Barrel Shotgun
Tangfolio Model RSG-16
Tangfolio Blockcard Model
Tangfolio Model DSG
Tangfolio Model RSG-12 Series
Tangfolio Model RSG-20
Tangfolio RSG-Tactical
Taurus Circuit Judge Shotgun
Thompson/Center Encore Shotgun
Thompson/Center Pro Hunter Turkey Shotgun
Thompson/Center TCR ‘87 Hunter Shotgun
Universal Firearms Model 7212 Single Barrel Trap
Winchester Model 36 Single Shot
Winchester Model 37 Single Shot
Winchester Model 41 Bolt Action
Winchester Model 9410 Series
Zoli Apache Model
Zoli Diano Series
Zoli Loner Series

“I think the assault weapons ban in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, based on all the data that's available, has served this commonwealth well, and I think it would be appropriate at this point for the federal government to adopt something similar.”

—Governor Charlie Baker (R-Mass.) to reporters on February 28, 2018
More information

If you are interested in receiving further information about this important issue, please log on to Senator Feinstein’s web site: feinstein.senate.gov and register to receive e-mail updates or contact:

Newtown Action Alliance  
P.O. Box 3325  
Newtown, CT 06470  
newtownactionalliance.org

States United to Prevent Gun Violence  
PO Box 1453  
East Arlington MA 02474  
supvg.org

The Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence  
840 First Street, NE  
Suite 400  
Washington, DC 20002  
(202) 898-0792  
bradyunited.org

Violence Policy Center  
11025 Connecticut Avenue, NW  
Suite 1210  
(202) 822-8200  
vpc.org

Everytown For Gun Safety  
PO Box 3886  
New York, NY 10163  
everytown.org

Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence  
268 Bush Street #555  
San Francisco, CA 94104  
(415) 433-2062  
giffords.org

How to help

• Call or write your representatives and senators and urge them to cosponsor the bill. You can reach them by phone at 202-224-3121.

• Write letters to the editor of your local newspaper to make others aware of the need to ban military-style assault weapons and high-capacity ammunition magazines.

• Ask your local district attorney, police chief, sheriff and state attorney general for their formal endorsement of the legislation.